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Abstract
Notions of an (H,X)-bialgebroid and of its dynamical representation are pro-
posed. The dynamical representations of each (H,X)-bialgebroid form a tensor
category. Every dynamical Yang-Baxter map R(λ) satisfying suitable conditions, a
generalization of the set-theoretical solution to the quantum Yang-Baxter equation,
gives birth to an (H,X)-bialgebroid AR. The categories of L-operators for R(λ)
and of dynamical representations of AR are isomorphic as tensor categories.
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1 Introduction
Representations of every bialgebra form a tensor category. Faddeev, Reshetikhin, and
Takhtajan [10] constructed some bialgebras, called FRT bialgebras, by means of constant
R-matrices, solutions to the quantum Yang-Baxter equation (QYBE for short) [1, 2, 27,
28]. This FRT construction is categorically characterized as follows. The tensor category
of L-operators for the R-matrix R is isomorphic to that of representations of the FRT
bialgebra associated with R.
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The FRT construction for the dynamical R-matrix, a solution to the quantum dynam-
ical Yang-Baxter equation (QDYBE for short) [7, 11, 12], was developed in [9, Sections
4.1, 4.2, and 4.4]. This construction yields bialgebroids [3, 16, 26] called dynamical
quantum groups, each of which provides a tensor category consisting of its dynamical
representations. This tensor category is isomorphic to that of L-operators.
In addition, the FRT construction for the Yang-Baxter map [6, 17, 24, 25], a set-
theoretical solution to the QYBE, was studied in [8, Section 2.9].
The notion of a dynamical Yang-Baxter map was introduced in previous papers [19,
20] as a generalization of the Yang-Baxter map. Let H and X be nonempty sets, together
with a map (·) : H ×X ∋ (λ, x) 7→ λ · x ∈ H .
Definition 1.1. A map R(λ) : X ×X → X ×X (λ ∈ H) is a dynamical Yang-Baxter
map associated with H , X , and (·), iff the map R(λ) satisfies a version of the QDYBE.
R23(λ)R13(λ ·X(2))R12(λ) = R12(λ ·X(3))R13(λ)R23(λ ·X(1)) (∀λ ∈ H). (1.1)
Here, R12(λ), R12(λ ·X(3)), and R23(λ ·X(1)) are the following maps from X ×X ×X
to itself: for x, y, z ∈ X ,
R12(λ)(x, y, z) = (R(λ)(x, y), z);
R12(λ ·X(3))(x, y, z) = R12(λ · z)(x, y, z) = (R(λ · z)(x, y), z);
R23(λ ·X(1))(x, y, z) = (x,R(λ · x)(y, z)).
The other maps are similarly defined.
A generalization of the bijective 1-cocycle [8, 17, 22] gives birth to the dynamical
Yang-Baxter map. In [19], we constructed dynamical Yang-Baxter maps by means of
the groups and loops [18, Definition I.1.10]. Moreover, the paper [20] established a
characterization of the dynamical Yang-Baxter maps with some conditions by making
use of left quasigroups and ternary operations (See Section 3).
It is natural to try to apply the FRT construction to the dynamical Yang-Baxter
map.
In this paper, we propose notions of an (H,X)-bialgebroid and of its dynamical
representation. The dynamical representations of each (H,X)-bialgebroid form a tensor
category; the proof is based on some concepts in category theory. We construct an
(H,X)-bialgebroid AR associated with a bijective dynamical Yang-Baxter map R(λ).
This is an analogue of the FRT construction. We show that the tensor category of
dynamical representations of AR is isomorphic to that of L-operators for R(λ).
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce a C-linear
tensor category VectH , which plays a basic role in this paper (cf. the category Vh [9,
Section 3.1] and the dynamical category [5, Section 4.2]).
We assume that every translation map ·x : H ∋ λ 7→ λ · x ∈ H (x ∈ X) is bijec-
tive. This assumption produces a groupWHX anti-isomorphic to the subgroup of Aut(H)
generated by the set {·x;x ∈ X}. In Section 4, we propose a notion of an (H,X)-
algebra (Definition 4.2), which is similar to that of a WHX × W
H
X -graded algebra. A
major difference between them is that the (H,X)-algebra is not always a direct sum of
its homogeneous components (See the end of Section 7).
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The category Alg(H,X) consisting of (H,X)-algebras and their homomorphisms is a
pre-tensor category (Definition 6.1), a generalization of the tensor category. We define
an (H,X)-bialgebroid as an analogue of the coalgebra object of the tensor category.
Definition 1.2 (Definition 6.8). An (H,X)-bialgebroid A is an object of the category
Alg(H,X), together with morphisms ∆ : A → A⊗˜A and ε : A → IH,X of Alg(H,X) such
that:
alA,A,A ◦∆⊗˜idA ◦∆ = a
r
A,A,A ◦ idA⊗˜∆ ◦∆;
lA ◦ ε⊗˜idA ◦∆ = idA = rA ◦ idA⊗˜ε ◦∆.
For the object IH,X , the functor ⊗˜, and the natural transformations al, ar, l, r, see
Sections 5 and 6. This (H,X)-bialgebroid is a bialgebroid (Remark 6.9).
We assume that the set X is finite. In Section 7, we construct an (H,X)-bialgebroid
AR associated with a bijective dynamical Yang-Baxter map R(λ) satisfying the weight
zero condition (3.4).
Let DH,X(V ) (V ∈ Ob(VectH)) denote the (H,X)-algebra defined in Section 4 (See
Proposition 4.7). By a dynamical representation of an (H,X)-algebra A, we mean a pair
(V, π) of an object V of VectH and an (H,X)-algebra homomorphism π : A→ DH,X(V )
(See Section 8).
In Section 9, we first define a crucial (H,X)-algebra homomorphism
DH,X(V )⊗˜DH,X(W )→ DH,X(V ⊗¯W ) (V,W ∈ Ob(VectH)),
whose definition is a bit technical, because we make use of seemingly infinite sum oper-
ations (Proposition 9.2). With the aid of this canonical homomorphism, we show that
dynamical representations of each (H,X)-bialgebroid A form a tensor category DR(A)
(Theorem 9.7); Section 10 describes its proof, in which the pre-tensor categories, cat-
egorical bialgebroids (Definition 6.7), and pre-tensor functors (Definition 10.4) play an
essential role.
The tensor category VectH , together with a bijective dynamical Yang-Baxter map
R(λ) satisfying the weight zero condition (3.4), yields another tensor category RepR,
called a centralizer category (cf. [23, Proof of Theorem 3.7]), consisting of L-operators
for R(λ) (See Section 3). In the final section, Section 11, we prove our main result.
Theorem 1.3 (Corollary 11.13). The tensor categories RepR and DR(AR) are canon-
ically isomorphic with each other.
To end Introduction, it is worth pointing out that we do not need (1.1) in Sections 7
and 11. A role of (1.1), a version of the QDYBE, is to imply that the tensor categories
RepR and DR(AR) are non-trivial in general (See Remark 3.9).
Conventions. For a set V , we will denote by CV the C-vector space whose basis is V .
Its element g will be written as
g =
∑
v∈V
vgv (1.2)
with complex coefficients gv. For two sets V and W , a C-linear map f : CV → CW will
be identified with its matrix (fwv)(w,v)∈W×V ; we will use the notation
f(v) =
∑
w∈W
wfwv (v ∈ V ) (1.3)
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with complex coefficients fwv.
2 C-linear tensor category VectH
Let H be a nonempty set. A C-linear tensor category VectH , which we will introduce in
this section, plays a basic role in this paper. We follow the notation of [14, Chapter XI].
An object of VectH is, by definition, a pair (V, ·V ) of a nonempty set V and a map
·V : H × V ∋ (λ, v) 7→ λ ·V v ∈ H . For simplicity of notation, we write (·) and V instead
of ·V and (V, ·V ), respectively. Furthermore, we denote λ · v (λ ∈ H, v ∈ V ) briefly by
λv. Ob(VectH) is the class of all objects of VectH .
Let V and W be objects of VectH . A morphism f : V → W of VectH is a map
f : H → HomC(CV,CW ) such that
λw = λv, unless f(λ)wv = 0 (λ ∈ H, v ∈ V,w ∈ W ). (2.1)
For the complex number f(λ)wv, see (1.3). Let Hom(VectH) denote the class of all
morphisms of VectH . For the morphism f : V →W , the objects V and W are called the
source s(f) and the target b(f), respectively.
For each object V of VectH , define the map idV : H → HomC(CV,CV ) by idV (λ) =
idCV .
Let f and g be morphisms of VectH satisfying b(f) = s(g). We define the composition
g ◦ f ∈ HomVectH (s(f), b(g)) by (g ◦ f)(λ) = g(λ) ◦ f(λ) (λ ∈ H).
Proposition 2.1. VectH is a category of Ob(VectH) and Hom(VectH), together with
the identity id, the source s, the target b, and the composition ◦.
The next task is to explain a tensor product ⊗¯ : VectH × VectH → VectH . Let
V and W be objects of the category VectH . We define the set V ⊗¯W and the map
·V ⊗¯W : H × (V ⊗¯W )→ H by:
V ⊗¯W = V ×W ;
λ ·V ⊗¯W (v, w) = (λ ·W w) ·V v (λ ∈ H, v ∈ V,w ∈W ).
Clearly, the pair V ⊗¯W := (V ⊗¯W, ·V ⊗¯W ) is an object of VectH .
We may identify
C(V ⊗¯W ) = CV ⊗ CW (2.2)
by (v, w) = v ⊗ w (v ∈ V,w ∈ W ).
Let f and g be morphisms of the category VectH . We denote by f⊗¯g the following
map from H to HomC(C(s(f)⊗¯s(g)),C(b(f)⊗¯b(g))) (See (2.2)).
f⊗¯g(λ)(u, v) = f(λv)(u)⊗ g(λ)(v) (λ ∈ H,u ∈ s(f), v ∈ s(g)).
Proposition 2.2. f⊗¯g ∈ HomVectH (s(f)⊗¯s(g), b(f)⊗¯b(g)).
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that f⊗¯g satisfies (2.1). Because of (2.1) for the morphism
g, λ · v1 = λ · v2, unless g(λ)v1v2 = 0; hence,
(f⊗¯g)(λ)(u1,v1)(u2,v2) = f(λ · v2)u1u2g(λ)v1v2
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= f(λ · v1)u1u2g(λ)v1v2 .
On account of (2.1) for the morphisms f and g, λ · (u1, v1) = λ · (u2, v2), unless
(f⊗¯g)(λ)(u1,v1)(u2,v2) = 0. This completes the proof.
The associativity constraint a : ⊗¯(⊗¯ × id)→ ⊗¯(id× ⊗¯) is given by
aU,V,W (λ)((u, v), w) = (u, (v, w))
(U, V,W ∈ Ob(VectH), λ ∈ H, ((u, v), w) ∈ (U⊗¯V )⊗¯W ).
Let IVectH denote the set consisting of one element, together with the map ·IVectH :
H × IVectH → H defined by λ ·IVectH e = λ (λ ∈ H, IVectH = {e}). The pair IVectH :=
(IVectH , ·IVectH ) is an object of VectH .
The left and the right unit constraints l : ⊗¯(IVectH × id)→ id, r : ⊗¯(id× IVectH )→ id
with respect to IVectH are given by
lV (λ)(e, v) = rV (λ)(v, e) = v
(V ∈ Ob(VectH), λ ∈ H, v ∈ V, IVectH = {e}).
Proposition 2.3. (VectH , ⊗¯, IVectH , a, l, r) is a tensor category.
This tensor category VectH is also a C-linear category.
Proposition 2.4. Every HomVectH (V,W ) is a C-vector space with respect to:
(f + g)(λ) = f(λ) + g(λ);
(cf)(λ) = cf(λ) (λ ∈ H, f, g ∈ HomVectH (V,W ), c ∈ C).
In addition, both the composition and the tensor product are C-bilinear.
We will show some objects and morphisms of VectH . Let V = (V, ·) be an object of
VectH .
Proposition 2.5. For any nonempty subset S ⊂ V , S := (S, ·S) is again an object
of VectH . Here ·S is the restriction of (·) on the set H × S; that is, λ ·S s = λ · s
(λ ∈ H, s ∈ S).
For v ∈ V , we denote by i
{v}
V : {v} → V and p
V
{v} : V → {v} the following morphisms
of VectH .
i
{v}
V (λ)(v) = v, p
V
{v}(λ)(w) = δvwv (λ ∈ H,w ∈ V ). (2.3)
Here δvw is Kronecker’s delta symbol. These morphisms satisfy
pV{v′} ◦ i
{v}
V =
{
id{v}, if v = v
′;
0{v′}{v}, otherwise.
(2.4)
Here, 0{v′}{v} is the unit element of HomVectH ({v}, {v
′}). Moreover, if the set V is finite,
then ∑
v∈V
i
{v}
V ◦ p
V
{v} = idV . (2.5)
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Let V = (V, ·V ) and W = (W, ·W ) be objects of VectH such that |V | = |W | = 1.
From (2.1), V is isomorphic to W , if and only if
λ ·V v = λ ·W w (∀λ ∈ H ;V = {v},W = {w}). (2.6)
In fact, the following ιVW : V → W is an isomorphism, if V and W satisfy (2.6).
ιVW (λ)(v) = w (λ ∈ H). (2.7)
3 Centralizer categories
Let (C,⊗, IC , a, l, r) be a tensor category [14, Definition XI.2.1]. This section clarifies
that this tensor category C, together with an object XC and a morphism σ : XC⊗XC →
XC ⊗XC , gives birth to another tensor category Repσ consisting of L-operators for the
morphism σ. We call it a centralizer category (cf. the center [14, Section XIII.4]).
Our centralizer category is isomorphic to the one in [23, Proof of Theorem 3.7] as tensor
categories, if σ is a Yang-Baxter operator on XC (Definition 3.3) in the tensor category of
vector spaces. As a corollary of this construction, the tensor category VectH in Section
2 produces the centralizer category RepR of L-operators for the bijective dynamical
Yang-Baxter map R(λ) satisfying the weight zero condition (3.4).
We will first introduce a category Repσ. An object of Repσ is, by definition, a pair
(V, LV ), called an L-operator, of an object V of C and an isomorphism LV : V ⊗XC →
XC ⊗ V of C satisfying
aXC ,XC ,V ◦ (σ ⊗ idV ) ◦ a
−1
XC ,XC ,V
◦ (idXC ⊗ LV ) ◦ aXC ,V,XC ◦ (LV ⊗ idXC )
= (idXC ⊗ LV ) ◦ aXC ,V,XC ◦ (LV ⊗ idXC ) ◦ a
−1
V,XC ,XC
◦ (idV ⊗ σ) ◦
◦aV,XC,XC . (3.1)
Let Ob(Repσ) denote the class of all objects of Repσ.
Let LV = (V, LV ) and LW = (W,LW ) be objects of Repσ. A morphism f : LV → LW
of Repσ is a morphism f : V → W of C such that
(idXC ⊗ f) ◦ LV = LW ◦ (f ⊗ idXC ). (3.2)
We write Hom(Repσ) for the class of all morphisms of Repσ.
For a morphism f : LV → LW of Repσ, the objects LV and LW are called the source
s(f) and the target b(f) of the morphism f , respectively.
We define the identity id of Repσ by idLV = idV . The composition g◦f : s(f)→ b(g)
of morphisms f and g of Repσ is the same as that of the category C.
Proposition 3.1. Repσ is a category.
The next task is to give a tensor product ⊠ : Repσ × Repσ → Repσ. Let LV =
(V, LV ) and LW = (W,LW ) be objects of the category Repσ. Write
LV ⊠ LW = aXC ,V,W ◦ (LV ⊗ idW ) ◦ a
−1
V,XC ,W
◦ (idV ⊗ LW ) ◦ aV,W,XC
∈ HomC((V ⊗W )⊗XC , XC ⊗ (V ⊗W )). (3.3)
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To simplify notation, we use the same symbol LV ⊠LW for the pair (V ⊗W,LV ⊠LW ).
Let f : LV → LW and g : LV ′ → LW ′ be morphisms of Repσ. We set f⊠g = f ⊗g ∈
HomC(V ⊗V ′,W ⊗W ′). Since f and g satisfy (3.2), f ⊠ g ∈ HomRepσ(LV ⊠LV ′ , LW ⊠
LW ′).
We write LIC = r
−1
XC
◦ lXC : IC ⊗XC → XC ⊗ IC ∈ Hom(C). Here, lXC : IC ⊗XC →
XC and rXC : XC ⊗ IC → XC are the isomorphisms given by the left and the right unit
constraints l, r of C. Let IRepσ denote the pair (IC , LIC ).
The associativity constraint a : ⊠(⊠ × id) → ⊠(id × ⊠), and the left and the right
unit constraints l, r are defined by those of the tensor category C: aLU ,LV ,LW = aU,V,W ,
lLV = lV , and rLV = rV .
Proposition 3.2. (Repσ,⊠, IRepσ, a, l, r) is a tensor category.
Proof. For any pair (V,W ) of objects of C, lV⊗W ◦ aIC ,V,W = lV ⊗ idW and idV ⊗ rW ◦
aV,W,IC = rV⊗W (See [14, Lemma XI.2.2]), which imply (3.1) for LIC and (3.2) for lLV
and rLV . The rest of the proof is straightforward.
Let us introduce the notion of a Yang-Baxter operator in C (See [14, pp.323]), which
produces an object of Repσ.
Definition 3.3. An automorphism σ on XC ⊗XC is a Yang-Baxter operator on XC , iff
σ satisfies
(id⊗¯σ)a(σ⊗¯id)a−1(id⊗¯σ)a = a(σ⊗¯id)a−1(id⊗¯σ)a(σ⊗¯id).
Here, a = aXC ,XC ,XC and id = idXC .
Proposition 3.4. (XC , σ) ∈ Ob(Repσ), if and only if σ is a Yang-Baxter operator on
XC .
We now explain the category RepR. Fix a nonempty set H . Let X be a nonempty
set, together with a map (·) : H ×X ∋ (λ, x) 7→ λ · x ∈ H . It is clear that
Proposition 3.5. X = (X, ·) ∈ Ob(VectH).
Let R(λ) (λ ∈ H) be a bijective dynamical Yang-Baxter map (Definition 1.1) satis-
fying the weight zero condition (cf. [11]).
(λ · v) · u = (λ · x) · y, if (u, v) = R(λ)(x, y) (λ ∈ H,x, y ∈ X). (3.4)
Remark 3.6. The weight zero condition (3.4) is a generalization of the invariance condi-
tion in [20, (3.4)].
This dynamical Yang-Baxter map R(λ) produces a Yang-Baxter operator on X in
the tensor category VectH . Let σR denote the map from H to HomC(CX⊗¯X,CX⊗¯X)
defined by
σR(λ)(x, y) = R(λ)(y, x) (λ ∈ H, (x, y) ∈ X⊗¯X). (3.5)
Proposition 3.7. The above map σR is a Yang-Baxter operator on X in VectH .
From Propositions 3.2, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.7,
Proposition 3.8. RepR := RepσR is a tensor category, together with an object (X, σR).
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0 1 2 3 4
0 4 3 2 1 0
1 3 1 0 2 4
2 0 2 3 4 1
3 1 0 4 3 2
4 2 4 1 0 3
Table 1: The binary operation (·) on Q5
Remark 3.9. If ♯(X) ≥ 2, then the objects IRepR and (X, σR) are not isomorphic; hence,
RepR is non-trivial.
In [19, Section 6], we constructed bijective dynamical Yang-Baxter maps satisfying
the weight zero condition in the case that H = X (See Remark 3.6). The following is
one more example, which is useful in Section 7.
Let Q5 denote the set {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} of 5 elements with the binary operation (·) given
by Table 1. Here, 0 · 2 = 2. Since each element of Q5 appears once and only once in
each row and in each column of Table 1, this Q5 is a quasigroup [18, Definition I.1.1 and
Theorem I.1.3].
Definition 3.10. A nonempty set Q with a binary operation (·) is a quasigroup, iff the
translation maps a· and ·a on Q are bijective for all a ∈ Q:
a· : Q ∋ x 7→ a · x ∈ Q; ·a : Q ∋ x 7→ x · a ∈ Q. (3.6)
Let µ denote the ternary operation on Z/5Z defined by
µ(a, b, c) = a− b+ c (a, b, c ∈ Z/5Z).
The isomorphism π : Q5 ∋ a 7→ a¯ ∈ Z/5Z, together with the quasigroup Q5 and the
ternary system (Z/5Z, µ), gives birth to a bijective dynamical Yang-Baxter map RQ5(λ)
associated with Q5, Q5, and (·) satisfying the weight zero condition [20, Section 3]. In
fact, the dynamical Yang-Baxter map RQ5(λ) is defined as follows: for λ, a, b ∈ Q5,
RQ5(λ)(a, b) = (ηλ(b)(a), ξλ(a)(b)),
ξλ(a)(b) = λ \ π
−1(µ(π(λ), π(λ · a), π((λ · a) · b))),
ηλ(b)(a) = (λ · ξλ(a)(b)) \ ((λ · a) · b).
Here we denote by a\ : Q5 ∋ b 7→ a \ b ∈ Q5 (a ∈ Q5) the inverse of the translation
map a· (3.6) on Q5. Moreover, RQ5(λ) satisfies the unitary condition [20, Section 7] and
really depends on the parameter λ:
RQ5(0)(1, 2) = (4, 3) and RQ5(1)(1, 2) = (4, 2). (3.7)
4 (H,X)-algebras
Let H and X be nonempty sets, together with a map (·) : H×X ∋ (λ, x) 7→ λ ·x ∈ H . In
order to define (H,X)-bialgebroids, this section is devoted to introducing (H,X)-algebras
(cf. h-algebras [9, 15]), which form a category Alg(H,X).
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From now on we make the following assumption. For any x ∈ X , the translation map
· x : H ∋ λ 7→ λ · x ∈ H (4.1)
is bijective. For example, every quasigroup Q (Definition 3.10) satisfies the assumption
in the case that H = X = Q.
This assumption produces a group WHX acting faithfully on the set H from the right.
By the assumption, the translation map ·x (4.1) is an element of the group Auta(H)
of all bijections on the set H , together with the product fg = g ◦ f (f, g ∈ Auta(H));
hence, there exists a unique homomorphism F from the free group WX on the set X to
Auta(H) such that F (x)(λ) = λ ·x for λ ∈ H and x ∈ X (This symbol F is a temporary
notation). Let λ ∈ H and α ∈ WX . We denote by λ · α the element F (α)(λ) ∈ H . This
(·) is a right action of WX on H , and consequently the factor group WHX of WX by the
kernel {β ∈WX ;λ ·β = λ (∀λ ∈ H)} acts faithfully on H . For simplicity of notation, we
write the induced right action of WHX as λα (λ ∈ H,α ∈W
H
X ).
Proposition 4.1. WHX = (W
H
X , ·) is an object of VectH .
Let MH denote the C-algebra of all C-valued functions on H .
Definition 4.2. A unital C-algebra A, together with a set {Aα,β;α, β ∈WHX } consisting
of C-subspaces of A and C-algebra homomorphisms µAl , µ
A
r : MH → A, is called an
(H,X)-algebra, iff:
(1) A =
∑
α,β∈WH
X
Aα,β ;
(2) Aα,βAγ,δ ⊂ Aαγ,βδ (∀α, β, γ, δ ∈ WHX );
(3) 1A ∈ A1,1;
(4) µAl (f), µ
A
r (f) ∈ A1,1 for any f ∈MH , and
µAl (f)µ
A
r (g) = µ
A
r (g)µ
A
l (f) (∀f, g ∈MH); (4.2)
(5) if a ∈ Aα,β , then
aµAl (f) = µ
A
l (Tα(f))a, and aµ
A
r (f) = µ
A
r (Tβ(f))a (∀f ∈MH). (4.3)
Here, 1 is the unit element of the factor group WHX . Tα(f) ∈MH is defined by
Tα(f)(λ) = f(λα) (λ ∈ H). (4.4)
In this paper, C-algebra homomorphisms always respect the unit element. We note
that the sum in (1) is not always a direct sum (See the end of Section 7).
Definition 4.3. The map ϕ : A → B is an (H,X)-algebra homomorphism, iff ϕ is a
C-algebra homomorphism such that
ϕ(Aα,β) ⊂ Bα,β, ϕ ◦ µ
A
l = µ
B
l , and ϕ ◦ µ
A
r = µ
B
r .
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We will denote by Ob(Alg(H,X)) and Hom(Alg(H,X)) the classes of all (H,X)-algebras
and of all (H,X)-algebra homomorphisms, respectively.
Proposition 4.4. Alg(H,X) is a category.
We give a construction which assigns an (H,X)-algebra AWHX to any unital C-algebra
A, together with C-algebra homomorphisms µAl , µ
A
r : MH → A satisfying (4.2). Let
(AWH
X
)α,β (α, β ∈ WHX ) denote the set of all elements a of A satisfying (4.3). This is a
C-subspace of A, and AWHX :=
∑
α,β∈WHX
(AWHX )α,β with µ
A
l and µ
A
r is an (H,X)-algebra.
The unital C-algebra E(V ) := EndC(Map(H,CV )) (V ∈ Ob(VectH) has the following
C-algebra homomorphisms µ
E(V )
l , µ
E(V )
r :MH → E(V ):
µ
E(V )
l (f)(g)(λ) =
∑
v∈V
vf(λv)g(λ)v ; (4.5)
µE(V )r (f)(g)(λ) = f(λ)g(λ) (4.6)
(λ ∈ H, f ∈MH , g ∈Map(H,CV )).
For g(λ)v ∈ C, see (1.2). Because these homomorphisms satisfy (4.2), we obtain an
(H,X)-algebra E(V )WH
X
.
To end this section, we assign to any object V of the category VectH an object
DH,X(V ) of Alg(H,X), which produces a dynamical representation in Section 8.
Let α and β be elements of the group WHX . We define the C-linear map Γ
V
α,β :
HomVectH (V ⊗¯{β}, {α}⊗¯V )→ EndC(Map(H,CV )) (See Proposition 2.4) by
ΓVα,β(u)(g)(λ) =
∑
v∈V
v
∑
w∈V
u(λ)(α,v)(w,β)g(λβ)w
(u ∈ HomVectH (V ⊗¯{β}, {α}⊗¯V ), g ∈Map(H,CV ), λ ∈ H).
For {α} and u(λ)(α,v)(w,β), see Propositions 2.5, 4.1, and (1.3), respectively.
Proposition 4.5. ΓVα,β is injective.
We write DH,X(V )α,β for the image of the map Γ
V
α,β.
Let u ∈ HomVectH (V ⊗¯{β}, {α}⊗¯V ) and v ∈ HomVectH (V ⊗¯{δ}, {γ}⊗¯V ) (α, β, γ, δ ∈
WHX ). Write u ∗V v for the following morphism of VectH whose source is V ⊗¯{βδ} and
whose target is {αγ}⊗¯V .
u ∗V v = ι
{γ}⊗¯{α}
{αγ} ⊗¯idV ◦ a
−1
{γ}{α}V ◦ id{γ}⊗¯u ◦ a{γ}V {β} ◦
◦v⊗¯id{β} ◦ a
−1
V {δ}{β} ◦ idV ⊗¯ι
{βδ}
{δ}⊗¯{β}
. (4.7)
For ι
{γ}⊗¯{α}
{αγ} , see (2.7).
The proof of Proposition 4.6 is straightforward.
Proposition 4.6. ΓVα,β(u)Γ
V
γ,δ(v) = Γ
V
αγ,βδ(u ∗V v).
From this proposition, DH,X(V )α,βDH,X(V )γ,δ ⊂ DH,X(V )αγ,βδ; furthermore,
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Proposition 4.7. DH,X(V ) :=
∑
α,β∈WHX
DH,X(V )α,β with µ
DH,X (V )
l := µ
E(V )
l (4.5)
and µ
DH,X (V )
r := µ
E(V )
r (4.6) is an object of Alg(H,X).
DH,X(V )α,δ is relevant to DH,X(V )β,γ (α, β, γ, δ ∈ WHX ). Let f be an element ofMH .
If α, β ∈ WHX satisfy that λα = λβ unless f(λ) = 0, then we can define the morphism
fα,β : {β} → {α} of VectH by fα,β(λ)(β) = f(λ)α (λ ∈ H).
Let g be an element of MH . We assume that γ, δ(∈WHX ) satisfy that λγ = λδ unless
g(λ) = 0. A simple computation shows
Proposition 4.8. For u ∈ HomVectH (V ⊗¯{γ}, {β}⊗¯V ),
ΓVα,δ(fα,β⊗¯idV ◦ u ◦ idV ⊗¯gγ,δ) = µ
DH,X (V )
l (f)µ
DH,X (V )
r (g)Γ
V
β,γ(u).
Remark 4.9. What we have discussed and we will discuss in the following holds by
replacing the group WHX with an arbitrary group G acting on H from the right. In this
case the notion in Definition 4.2 will be called a G-algebra, and they form a category
AlgG. Just as Proposition 4.7, we can construct a G-algebra DG(V ) for any object V of
VectH .
5 Properties of Alg(H,X)
In this section, we will proceed with the study of the category Alg(H,X), which is essential
in defining (H,X)-bialgebroids.
Let us first explain an object IH,X of Alg(H,X), which is relevant to the object
DH,X(IVectH ) (See Propositions 2.3 and 4.7). For f ∈ MH , we define f
⋆ ∈ EndC(MH)
by
f⋆(g)(λ) = f(λ)g(λ) (g ∈MH , λ ∈ H). (5.1)
Let (IH,X)α,β (α, β ∈WHX ) denote the following C-subspace of EndC(MH).
(IH,X)α,β =
{
{f⋆Tα; f ∈MH}, if α = β,
{0}, otherwise.
For Tα, see (4.4). We set IH,X =
∑
α,β∈WH
X
(IH,X)α,β , which is a C-subalgebra of
EndC(MH). We define the maps µ
IH,X
l , µ
IH,X
r :MH → (IH,X)1,1 by
µ
IH,X
l (f) = µ
IH,X
r (f) = f
⋆T1.
Proposition 5.1. The C-algebra IH,X , together with {(IH,X)α,β ;α, β ∈ WHX }, µ
IH,X
l ,
and µ
IH,X
r , is an object of Alg(H,X) (See Definition 4.2).
We can construct a morphism ϕ0 : IH,X → DH,X(IVectH ) of Alg(H,X). Define the
C-linear isomorphism ϕ¯0 from MH to Map(H,CIVectH ) by ϕ¯0(f)(λ) = f(λ)e (IVectH =
{e}, f ∈ MH , λ ∈ H). For u ∈ EndC(MH), we set ϕ0(u) = ϕ¯0 ◦ u ◦ (ϕ¯0)−1. This C-
linear isomorphism ϕ0 satisfies that ϕ0(IH,X) ⊂ DH,X(IVectH ). To simplify notation, we
continue to write ϕ0 for ϕ0|IH,X .
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Proposition 5.2. ϕ0 : IH,X → DH,X(IVectH ) ∈ Hom(Alg(H,X)).
Let A and B be objects of Alg(H,X). The next task is to define an object A⊗˜B of
Alg(H,X), called a matrix tensor product (cf. [9, Section 4]), which produces a functor
⊗˜ : Alg(H,X) × Alg(H,X) → Alg(H,X).
Write I2 = I2(A,B) for the right ideal of A⊗C B generated by the elements
{µAr (f)⊗ 1B − 1A ⊗ µ
B
l (f); f ∈MH}. (5.2)
Let α and β be elements of the group WHX . We denote by (A⊗˜B)α,β the C-subspace
of A ⊗C B/I2 generated by {ξ1 ⊗ ξ2 + I2; ξ1 ∈ Aα,γ , ξ2 ∈ Bγ,β (∃γ ∈ WHX )}. We set
A⊗˜B =
∑
α,β∈WHX
(A⊗˜B)α,β(⊂ (A⊗C B)/I2).
For x = ξx + I2, y = ξy + I2 ∈ A⊗˜B, define a product on A⊗˜B by xy = ξxξy + I2.
Although I2 is a right ideal, this definition of the product makes sense.
The maps µA
e⊗B
l , µ
Ae⊗B
r : MH → (A⊗˜B)1,1 are given as follows. For f ∈ MH ,
µA
e⊗B
l (f) = µ
A
l (f) ⊗ 1B + I2, and µ
Ae⊗B
r (f) = 1A ⊗ µ
B
r (f) + I2. By taking account of
(4.2) and (5.2), these maps are C-algebra homomorphisms from MH to A⊗˜B.
Proposition 5.3. A⊗˜B with {(A⊗˜B)α,β ;α, β ∈ WHX }, µ
Ae⊗B
l , µ
Ae⊗B
r , and the unit
1Ae⊗B = 1A ⊗ 1B + I2 is an object of Alg(H,X).
Remark 5.4. On account of (4.3) and (5.2), the matrix tensor product A⊗˜B of (H,X)-
algebras A and B is a C-subalgebra of the C-algebra A ×MH B [21] (See [15, Remark
2.1]).
Two morphisms f : A → C and g : B → D of Alg(H,X) induce a morphism f⊗˜g :
A⊗˜B → C⊗˜D of Alg(H,X). Let f⊗˜g denote the C-linear map from A⊗C B/I2(A,B) to
C ⊗C D/I2(C,D) defined by
(f⊗˜g)(ξ + I2(A,B)) = (f ⊗ g)(ξ) + I2(C,D) (ξ ∈ A⊗C B).
Here, I2(A,B) ⊂ A ⊗C B is the right ideal generated by the elements (5.2). Since
(f ⊗ g)(I2(A,B)) ⊂ I2(C,D), the definition of the map f⊗˜g is unambiguous. Because
f⊗˜g((A⊗˜B)α,β) ⊂ (C⊗˜D)α,β for all α, β ∈ WHX , we use the same symbol f⊗˜g for the
C-linear map (f⊗˜g)|Ae⊗B : A⊗˜B → C⊗˜D.
Proposition 5.5. The map f⊗˜g is a morphism of Alg(H,X). Moreover, ⊗˜ : Alg(H,X) ×
Alg(H,X) → Alg(H,X) is a functor.
Let A, B, and C be objects of Alg(H,X). The final task of this section is to introduce
a functor −⊗˜ − ⊗˜− : Alg(H,X) × Alg(H,X) × Alg(H,X) → Alg(H,X). We first define
(H,X)-algebras A⊗˜B⊗˜Cl and A⊗˜B⊗˜Cr, whose definitions are different from those of
the (H,X)-algebras (A⊗˜B)⊗˜C and A⊗˜(B⊗˜C), respectively.
We use the symbol I l3 = I
l
3(A,B,C) for the right ideal of (A ⊗C B) ⊗C C generated
by the elements
{(µAr (f)⊗ 1B)⊗ 1C − (1A ⊗ µ
B
l (f))⊗ 1C ; f ∈MH}
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∪{(1A ⊗ µ
B
r (g))⊗ 1C − (1A ⊗ 1B)⊗ µ
C
l (g); g ∈MH}. (5.3)
Let α and β be elements of the groupWHX . Let (A⊗˜B⊗˜C
l)α,β denote the C-subspace
of (A⊗CB)⊗CC/I l3 generated by {(ξ1⊗ξ2)⊗ξ3+I
l
3; ξ1 ∈ Aα,γ , ξ2 ∈ Bγ,δ, ξ3 ∈ Cδ,β (∃γ, δ ∈
WHX )}. Set A⊗˜B⊗˜C
l =
∑
α,β∈WHX
(A⊗˜B⊗˜Cl)α,β(⊂ (A⊗C B)⊗C C/I l3).
For x = ξx + I
l
3, y = ξy + I
l
3 ∈ A⊗˜B⊗˜C
l, we define a product on A⊗˜B⊗˜Cl by
xy = ξxξy + I
l
3. This product is well defined, though I
l
3 is a right ideal.
We denote by µA
e⊗Be⊗Cl
l and µ
Ae⊗Be⊗Cl
r the following maps fromMH to (A⊗˜B⊗˜C
l)1,1.
For f ∈MH :
µA
e⊗Be⊗Cl
l (f) = (µ
A
l (f)⊗ 1B)⊗ 1C + I
l
3; µ
Ae⊗Be⊗Cl
r (f) = (1A ⊗ 1B)⊗ µ
C
r (f) + I
l
3.
Because of (4.2) and (5.3), these maps are C-algebra homomorphisms from MH to
A⊗˜B⊗˜Cl.
Proposition 5.6. The C-algebra A⊗˜B⊗˜Cl, together with {(A⊗˜B⊗˜Cl)α,β ;α, β ∈WHX },
µA
e⊗Be⊗Cl
l , µ
Ae⊗Be⊗Cl
r , and the unit 1Ae⊗Be⊗Cl = (1A ⊗ 1B) ⊗ 1C + I
l
3, is an object of
Alg(H,X).
The definition of the (H,X)-algebra A⊗˜B⊗˜Cr is similar. Let Ir3 denote the right
ideal of A⊗C (B ⊗C C) generated by
{µAr (f)⊗ (1B ⊗ 1C)− 1A ⊗ (µ
B
l (f)⊗ 1C); f ∈MH}
∪{1A ⊗ (µ
B
r (g)⊗ 1C)− 1A ⊗ (1B ⊗ µ
C
l (g)); g ∈MH}.
For α, β ∈ WHX , we write (A⊗˜B⊗˜C
r)α,β for the C-subspace ofA⊗C(B⊗CC)/Ir3 generated
by {ξ1 ⊗ (ξ2 ⊗ ξ3) + I
r
3 ; ξ1 ∈ Aα,γ , ξ2 ∈ Bγ,δ, ξ3 ∈ Cδ,β (∃γ, δ ∈ W
H
X )}; in addition, set
A⊗˜B⊗˜Cr =
∑
α,β∈WH
X
(A⊗˜B⊗˜Cr)α,β .
For x = ξx + I
r
3 , y = ξy + I
r
3 ∈ A⊗˜B⊗˜C
r, we define a product on A⊗˜B⊗˜Cr by
xy = ξxξy + I
r
3 .
We denote by µA
e⊗Be⊗Cr
l and µ
Ae⊗Be⊗Cr
r the following maps fromMH to (A⊗˜B⊗˜C
r)1,1.
For f ∈MH :
µA
e⊗Be⊗Cr
l (f) = µ
A
l (f)⊗ (1B ⊗ 1C) + I
r
3 ; µ
Ae⊗Be⊗Cr
r (f) = 1A ⊗ (1B ⊗ µ
C
r (f)) + I
r
3 .
Proposition 5.7. The C-algebra A⊗˜B⊗˜Cr, together with {(A⊗˜B⊗˜Cr)α,β ;α, β ∈W
H
X },
µA
e⊗Be⊗Cr
l , µ
Ae⊗Be⊗Cr
r , and the unit 1Ae⊗Be⊗Cr = 1A ⊗ (1B ⊗ 1C) + I
r
3 , is an object of
Alg(H,X).
Let Γ¯ denote the C-linear isomorphism from A ⊗C (B ⊗C C) to (A ⊗C B) ⊗C C
satisfying Γ¯(a ⊗ (b ⊗ c)) = (a ⊗ b) ⊗ c. This isomorphism Γ¯ implies an isomorphism
Γ : A⊗˜B⊗˜Cr → A⊗˜B⊗˜Cl of Alg(H,X). Here and subsequently, we let A⊗˜B⊗˜C stand
for the (H,X)-algebra A⊗˜B⊗˜Cl(= Γ(A⊗˜B⊗˜Cr)).
Let f : A → A′, g : B → B′, and h : C → C′ be morphisms of Alg(H,X). Define the
map (f⊗˜g⊗˜h)e : (A⊗C B)× C → (A′ ⊗C B′)⊗C C′/I l3
′ by
(f⊗˜g⊗˜h)e(w, c) = (f ⊗ g)(w) ⊗ h(c) + I l3
′ (w ∈ A⊗C B, c ∈ C).
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Here, I l3
′ = I l3(A
′, B′, C′) (5.3).
This map is C-bilinear; for this reason, there exists a unique C-linear map (f⊗˜g⊗˜h)¯ :
(A ⊗C B) ⊗C C → (A′ ⊗C B′)⊗C C′/I l3
′ such that (f⊗˜g⊗˜h)¯(w ⊗ c) = (f⊗˜g⊗˜h)e(w, c).
We denote by f⊗˜g⊗˜h the following map from (A⊗CB)⊗CC/I l3 to (A
′⊗CB′)⊗CC′/I l3
′:
f⊗˜g⊗˜h(ξ + I l3) = (f⊗˜g⊗˜h)
¯(ξ) (ξ ∈ (A ⊗C B) ⊗C C). Here, I
l
3 = I
l
3(A,B,C). By
Definition 4.3, (f⊗˜g⊗˜h)¯(I l3) ⊂ {I
l
3
′}, and the definition of the map f⊗˜g⊗˜h makes sense
as a result.
The map f⊗˜g⊗˜h satisfies f⊗˜g⊗˜h((A⊗˜B⊗˜C)α,β) ⊂ (A′⊗˜B′⊗˜C′)α,β (α, β ∈ WHX ).
By abuse of notation, we continue to write f⊗˜g⊗˜h for the restriction f⊗˜g⊗˜h|Ae⊗Be⊗C :
A⊗˜B⊗˜C → A′⊗˜B′⊗˜C′.
Proposition 5.8. −⊗˜− ⊗˜− : Alg(H,X)×Alg(H,X)×Alg(H,X) → Alg(H,X) is a functor.
6 (H,X)-bialgebroids
This section is devoted to introducing (H,X)-bialgebroids (cf. the h-bialgebroid [9, Sec-
tion 4.1] and the ×MH -bialgebra [21, Definition 4.5]); the definition is based on a notion
of a pre-tensor category, which is important in the proof of Theorem 9.7.
Definition 6.1. A pre-tensor category is a category C, together with functors ⊗˜ :
C ×C → C, −⊗˜− ⊗˜− : C ×C ×C → C, an object I of C, and natural transformations
al : ⊗˜(⊗˜× id)→ −⊗˜−⊗˜−, ar : ⊗˜(id×⊗˜)→ −⊗˜−⊗˜−, l : ⊗˜(I× id)→ id, r : ⊗˜(id×I)→
id. We denote it by (C, ⊗˜,−⊗˜ − ⊗˜−, I, al, ar, l, r).
The pre-tensor category is a generalization of the tensor category.
Proposition 6.2. The category Alg(H,X) is a pre-tensor category.
Taking Propositions 5.1, 5.5, and 5.8 into account, we need only construct natural
transformations al, ar, l, and r for the proof.
Let A, B, and C be objects of Alg(H,X). Let us introduce the temporary notation F
for the C-bilinear map from A ⊗C B × C to (A ⊗C B) ⊗C C defined by F (x, c) = x ⊗ c
(x ∈ A ⊗C B, c ∈ C). We write F¯ for the following map from A ⊗C B/I2(A,B) × C to
((A ⊗C B)⊗C C)/I l3.
F¯ (x+ I2(A,B), c) = F (x, c) + I
l
3 (x ∈ A⊗C B).
For I2(A,B) and I
l
3 = I
l
3(A,B,C), see (5.2) and (5.3). The definition of this map F¯
is unambiguous, because F (I2(A,B), C) ⊂ I l3. By abuse of notation, we use the same
symbol F¯ for the map F¯ |Ae⊗B×C : A⊗˜B×C → ((A⊗CB)⊗CC)/I
l
3. Since F¯ is C-bilinear,
there uniquely exists a C-linear map Φ¯1 : (A⊗˜B)⊗C C → ((A⊗C B)⊗C C)/I l3 such that
Φ¯1(x⊗ c) = F¯ (x, c) for x ∈ A⊗˜B and c ∈ C.
This Φ¯1 yields the C-linear map a
l
A,B,C : (A⊗˜B)⊗C C/I2(A⊗˜B,C)→ ((A⊗C B)⊗C
C)/I l3 defined by a
l
A,B,C(x + I2(A⊗˜B,C)) = Φ¯1(x) (x ∈ (A⊗˜B) ⊗C C). Because the
map alA,B,C satisfies a
l
A,B,C((A⊗˜B)⊗˜C) ⊂ A⊗˜B⊗˜C (= A⊗˜B⊗˜C
l), we continue to write
alA,B,C for the C-linear map a
l
A,B,C |(Ae⊗B)e⊗C : (A⊗˜B)⊗˜C → A⊗˜B⊗˜C.
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Proposition 6.3. The map alA,B,C is a morphism of Alg(H,X). Furthermore, a
l : ⊗˜(⊗˜×
id)→ −⊗˜ − ⊗˜− is a natural transformation.
We will use the temporary notation Φ′2 : A⊗˜(B⊗˜C) → A⊗˜B⊗˜C
r for the morphism
of Alg(H,X) defined similarly to a
l
A,B,C :
Φ′2((a⊗ (b ⊗ c+ I2(B,C))) + I2(A,B⊗˜C)) = a⊗ (b⊗ c) + I
r
3
(a ∈ Aα,γ , b ∈ Bγ,δ, c ∈ Cδ,β , α, β, γ, δ ∈W
H
X ).
Let arA,B,C denote the morphism Γ ◦ Φ
′
2 : A⊗˜(B⊗˜C) → A⊗˜B⊗˜C of Alg(H,X). For the
isomorphism Γ : A⊗˜B⊗˜Cr → A⊗˜B⊗˜C, see the previous section.
Proposition 6.4. This ar : ⊗˜(id× ⊗˜)→ −⊗˜− ⊗˜− is a natural transformation.
What is left is to introduce natural transformations l : ⊗˜(IH,X × id) → id and
r : ⊗˜(id× IH,X)→ id (For IH,X , see Proposition 5.1).
Let A be an object of Alg(H,X). We write l¯A (resp. r¯A) for the following map from
IH,X ×A to A (resp. from A× IH,X to A). For U ∈ IH,X and a ∈ A,
l¯A(U, a) = µ
A
l (U(1MH ))a (resp. r¯A(a, U) = µ
A
r (U(1MH ))a).
Here, 1MH ∈MH is the unit element of the C-algebra MH :
1MH (λ) = 1 (λ ∈ H). (6.1)
Because l¯A (resp. r¯A) is C-bilinear, there exists a unique C-linear map l˜A : IH,X⊗CA→ A
(resp. r˜A : A⊗CIH,X → A) such that l˜A(U⊗a) = l¯A(U, a) (resp. r˜A(a⊗U) = r¯A(a, U)).
Lemma 6.5. l˜A(I2(IH,X , A)) = r˜A(I2(A, IH,X)) = {0}.
Proof. We will only show that l˜A(I2(IH,X , A)) ⊂ {0}. It suffices to prove
l˜A((µ
IH,X
r (f)⊗ 1A − 1IH,X ⊗ µ
A
l (f))(U ⊗ a)) = 0 (6.2)
(f ∈MH , U ∈ IH,X , a ∈ A).
By the definition of l˜A,
LHS of (6.2) = µAl ((µ
IH,X
r (f)U)(1MH ))a− µ
A
l (U(1MH ))µ
A
l (f)a. (6.3)
Simple calculation shows that (µ
IH,X
r (f)U)(1MH ) = U(1MH )f . Since µ
A
l is a C-algebra
homomorphism by Definition 4.2, (RHS of (6.3))= 0. This is the desired conclusion.
We define the C-linear maps lA : IH,X ⊗C A/I2(IH,X , A) → A and rA : A ⊗C
IH,X/I2(A, IH,X) → A by lA(ξ + I2(IH,X , A)) = l˜A(ξ) (ξ ∈ IH,X ⊗C A) and rA(ξ′ +
I2(A, IH,X)) = r˜A(ξ
′) (ξ′ ∈ A ⊗C IH,X). Lemma 6.5 makes these definitions allow-
able. For simplicity of notation, we continue to write lA and rA for the C-linear maps
lA|IH,X e⊗A : IH,X⊗˜A→ A and rA|Ae⊗IH,X : A⊗˜IH,X → A, respectively.
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Proposition 6.6. lA, rA ∈ Hom(Alg(H,X)). Moreover, l : ⊗˜(IH,X × id) → id and
r : ⊗˜(id× IH,X)→ id are natural transformations.
The proof of Proposition 6.2 is therefore complete; that is, Alg(H,X), together with
⊗˜,−⊗˜ − ⊗˜−, IH,X , a
l, ar, l, r, is a pre-tensor category.
A categorical bialgebroid of the pre-tensor category is an analogue of the coalgebra
object of the tensor category.
Definition 6.7. A categorical bialgebroid A of a pre-tensor category C is an object of
C, together with morphisms ∆ : A → A⊗˜A, called coproduct, and ε : A → I, called
counit, of C such that:
alA,A,A ◦∆⊗˜idA ◦∆ = a
r
A,A,A ◦ idA⊗˜∆ ◦∆; (6.4)
lA ◦ ε⊗˜idA ◦∆ = idA = rA ◦ idA⊗˜ε ◦∆. (6.5)
This definition agrees with the ×B-bialgebra [21, Definition 4.5], which is equivalent
to the bialgebroid [4]; in fact, ×B-bialgebra is exactly a categorical bialgebroid of the
pre-tensor category AlgB⊗B¯ consisting of algebras over B ⊗ B¯, together with functors
×B, − ×B − ×B −, an object End(B), and natural transformations α, α′, θ′, θ (For
notations, see [21, Section 3]).
Definition 6.8. An (H,X)-bialgebroid is a categorical bialgebroid of the pre-tensor
category Alg(H,X).
Remark 6.9. The (H,X)-bialgebroid is a bialgebroid [16]: the coproduct is exactly
the same as ∆ : A → A⊗˜A ⊂ A ⊗C A/I2(A,A); the counit ε′ is defined by ε′(a) =
ε(a)(1MH ) ∈ MH (a ∈ A); the left and the right actions of MH on A are respectively
given by the multiplications of µAl (f) and µ
A
r (f) (f ∈MH) from the left.
7 (H,X)-bialgebroid AR
In this section, we construct an (H,X)-bialgebroid Aσ associated with a morphism σ :
X⊗¯X → X⊗¯X of VectH (cf. [9]). As a result, every bijective dynamical Yang-Baxter
map R(λ) satisfying the weight zero condition (3.4) gives birth to the (H,X)-bialgebroid
AR := AσR (For σR, see Proposition 3.7).
For the definition, we require the set X to be finite; and we will assume that X is
finite, whenever we deal with the (H,X)-bialgebroid Aσ.
Let HX denote the set
MH ⊗C MH ⊔ {Lab; a, b ∈ X} ⊔ {(L
−1)ab; a, b ∈ X}. (7.1)
Here MH is the C-algebra of all C-valued functions on H . Moreover, we write C{HX}
for the free C-algebra on the set HX [14, Section I.2].
Definition 7.1. Aσ is the quotient of C{HX} by the two-sided ideal Iσ whose generators
are the following (1)–(5).
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(1) ξ + ξ′ − (ξ + ξ′) (ξ, ξ′ ∈MH ⊗C MH),
cξ − (cξ) (c ∈ C, ξ ∈MH ⊗C MH),
ξξ′ − (ξξ′) (ξ, ξ′ ∈MH ⊗C MH).
Here the symbol + in ξ + ξ′ means the addition in the algebra C{HX}, while
the symbol + in (ξ + ξ′)(∈ HX) is the addition in the algebra MH ⊗C MH . The
notations of the scalar products and products in the other generators are similar.
(2)
∑
c∈X Lac(L
−1)cb − δab∅,∑
c∈X(L
−1)acLcb − δab∅ (a, b ∈ X).
Here ∅(∈ C{HX}) and δab mean the empty word and Kronecker’s delta symbol,
respectively.
(3) (T[a](f)⊗ 1MH )Lab − Lab(f ⊗ 1MH ),
(1MH ⊗ T[b](f))Lab − Lab(1MH ⊗ f),
(f ⊗ 1MH )(L
−1)ab − (L−1)ab(T[b](f)⊗ 1MH ),
(1MH ⊗ f)(L
−1)ab − (L−1)ab(1MH ⊗ T[a](f)) (a, b ∈ X, f ∈MH).
For T[a](f) and 1MH , see (4.4) and (6.1), respectively.
(4)
∑
x,y∈X(σ
xy
ac ⊗ 1MH )LydLxb −
∑
x,y∈X(1MH ⊗ σ
bd
xy)LcyLax (a, b, c, d ∈ X).
Here σxyac ∈MH is defined by σ
xy
ac (λ) = σ(λ)(a,c)(x,y) (See (1.3)).
(5) ∅ − 1MH ⊗ 1MH .
The sums in the generators (2) and (4) make sense, because the set X is finite.
Let H˜X denote the set of all words x1x2 · · ·xn in the alphabet HX(∋ xi) including
the empty word ∅. We define the map wl : H˜X →WHX as follows (For W
H
X , see Section
4): if x ∈ HX , then
wl(x) =


1, x ∈MH ⊗C MH ,
[a], x = Lab,
[b−1], x = (L−1)ab;
if w = x1x2 · · ·xn ∈ H˜X, then wl(w) = wl(x1)wl(x2) · · ·wl(xn); and we set wl(∅) = 1.
The map wr : H˜X →WHX is similarly defined: if x ∈ HX , then
wr(x) =


1, x ∈MH ⊗C MH ,
[b], x = Lab,
[a−1], x = (L−1)ab;
if w = x1x2 · · ·xn ∈ H˜X, then wr(w) = wr(x1)wr(x2) · · ·wr(xn); and we write wr(∅) =
1.
Let α and β be elements of WHX . We write C{HX}α,β and (Aσ)α,β for the sub-
spaces of C{HX} and Aσ generated by the sets {w;w ∈ H˜X,wl(w) = α,wr(w) = β}
and {w + Iσ;w ∈ H˜X,wl(w) = α,wr(w) = β}, respectively. Obviously, C{HX} =
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⊕α,β∈WHX C{HX}α,β, while the algebra Aσ is not always a direct sum of the components
{(Aσ)α,β ;α, β ∈W
H
X }. For more details, see the end of this section.
The maps µAσl , µ
Aσ
r :MH → (Aσ)1,1 are defined as follows. For f ∈MH ,
µAσl (f) = f ⊗ 1MH + Iσ;µ
Aσ
r (f) = 1MH ⊗ f + Iσ. (7.2)
Proposition 7.2. Aσ, together with {(Aσ)α,β ;α, β ∈WHX }, µ
Aσ
l , and µ
Aσ
r , is an object
of Alg(H,X) (See Definition 4.2).
The next task is to define the coproduct ∆ : Aσ → Aσ⊗˜Aσ. Let ∆HX denote the
following map from HX to Aσ ⊗C Aσ:
∆HX(ξ) = µ
Aσ
l ⊗ µ
Aσ
r (ξ) (ξ ∈MH ⊗C MH);
∆HX(Lab) =
∑
c∈X
Lac + Iσ ⊗ Lcb + Iσ;
∆HX((L
−1)ab) =
∑
c∈X
(L−1)cb + Iσ ⊗ (L
−1)ac + Iσ.
This map uniquely induces a C-algebra homomorphism ∆¯ : C{HX} → Aσ ⊗C Aσ such
that ∆¯(v) = ∆HX(v) (v ∈ HX).
Proposition 7.3. ∆¯(Iσ) ⊂ I2 = I2(Aσ , Aσ) (See (5.2)).
Proof. Since the right ideal I2 satisfies that ∆¯(C{HX})I2 ⊂ I2, it suffices to prove that
∆¯(x) ∈ I2 for every generator x in Definition 7.1.
If x is one of the generators (1)–(3) and (5), then ∆¯(x) = 0Aσ⊗CAσ ∈ I2. Because∑
x,y∈X(σ
xy
ac ⊗1MH )LydLxb−
∑
x,y∈X(1MH ⊗σ
bd
xy)LcyLax ∈ Iσ, the definitions of ∆¯, µ
Aσ
l ,
and µAσr induce that
∆¯(
∑
x,y∈X
(σxyac ⊗ 1MH )LydLxb −
∑
x,y∈X
(1MH ⊗ σ
bd
xy)LcyLax)
=
∑
x,y,e,f∈X
(µAσr (σ
ef
xy)⊗ 1Aσ − 1Aσ ⊗ µ
Aσ
l (σ
ef
xy))(LcyLax + Iσ ⊗ LfdLeb + Iσ)
∈ I2.
This completes the proof.
We define the C-linear map ∆˜ : Aσ → Aσ ⊗C Aσ/I2 by
∆˜(v + Iσ) = ∆¯(v) + I2 (v ∈ C{HX}).
By virtue of Proposition 7.3, the map ∆˜ is well defined.
Since ∆¯(C{HX}α,β) ⊂
∑
γ∈WH
X
(Aσ)α,γ ⊗ (Aσ)γ,β (α, β ∈WHX ), ∆˜ satisfies ∆˜(Aσ) ⊂
Aσ⊗˜Aσ. Set ∆ = ∆˜|Aσ : Aσ → Aσ⊗˜Aσ. On account of Definition 4.3,
Proposition 7.4. ∆ is a morphism of Alg(H,X).
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The next is to construct the counit ε : Aσ → IH,X (For IH,X , see Proposition 5.1).
Let εHX denote the following map from HX to IH,X :
εHX(ξ) = m(ξ)
⋆T1 ∈ (IH,X)1,1 = (IH,X)wl(ξ),wr(ξ) (ξ ∈MH);
εHX(Lab) = δabT[a](= δabT[b]) ∈ (IH,X)[a],[b] = (IH,X)wl(Lab),wr(Lab);
εHX((L
−1)ab) = δabT[b−1](= δabT[a−1])
∈ (IH,X)[b−1],[a−1] = (IH,X)wl((L−1)ab),wr((L−1)ab).
Here, m : MH ⊗C MH → MH is a temporary notation of the multiplication defined by
m(f ⊗ g) = fg (f, g ∈ MH); for m(ξ)⋆, see (5.1). This map εHX uniquely induces a
C-algebra homomorphism ε¯ : C{HX} → IH,X such that ε¯(v) = εHX(v) (v ∈ HX).
Proposition 7.5. ε¯(Iσ) = {0}.
Proof. We shall have established this proposition, if we prove that ε¯ = 0 on every gener-
ator of the ideal Iσ.
We will show the proof only for the generator (4) in Definition 7.1. Let g be an
element of MH . By the definition of ε¯,
ε¯(
∑
x,y∈X
(σxyac ⊗ 1MH )LydLxb −
∑
x,y∈X
(1MH ⊗ σ
bd
xy)LcyLax)(g)(λ)
= σbdac(λ)(g((λd)b) − g((λc)a)) (λ ∈ H).
Because σ is a morphism of VectH , σ
bd
ac(λ) = 0 unless (λd)b = (λc)a. Hence,
ε¯(
∑
x,y∈X
(σxyac ⊗ 1MH )LydLxb −
∑
x,y∈X
(1MH ⊗ σ
bd
xy)LcyLax) = 0,
which is the desired conclusion.
We denote by ε the following C-linear map from Aσ to IH,X .
ε(v + Iσ) = ε¯(v) (v ∈ C{HX}).
Proposition 7.5 makes this definition allowable.
Proposition 7.6. The map ε is a morphism of Alg(H,X).
It is immediate that (6.4) and (6.5) hold on the generators f ⊗ g + Iσ (f, g ∈ MH),
Lab + Iσ, and (L
−1)ab + Iσ (a, b ∈WHX ) of Aσ. From Definitions 6.7 and 6.8,
Proposition 7.7. Aσ is an (H,X)-bialgebroid.
Let R(λ) be a bijective dynamical Yang-Baxter map satisfying the weight zero con-
dition (3.4). If the morphism σ = σR (3.5), then the generators (4) of the ideal IσR
are ∑
x,y∈X
(Rxyac ⊗ 1MH )LxbLyd −
∑
x,y∈X
(1MH ⊗R
bd
xy)LcyLax (a, b, c, d ∈ X). (7.3)
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Here Rxyac ∈MH is the following function.
Rxyac (λ) =
{
1, (a, c) = R(λ)(x, y),
0, otherwise.
We will use the notations IR and AR instead of IσR and AσR , respectively. From Propo-
sition 7.7,
Corollary 7.8. AR is an (H,X)-bialgebroid.
We now recall the bijective dynamical Yang-Baxter map RQ5(λ) (λ ∈ Q5) constructed
at the end of Section 3. To shorten notation, we write R(λ) for RQ5(λ). Since Q5 is a
quasigroup (See Definition 3.10), Q5 satisfies the assumption in the beginning of Section
4; that is, for any x ∈ Q5, the translation map (4.1) ·x : Q5 ∋ λ 7→ λ ·x ∈ Q5 is bijective.
Before ending this section, we show that the (Q5, Q5)-bialgebroid AR is not a direct sum
of the components {(AR)α,β ;α, β ∈W
Q5
Q5
}. This property is a characteristic feature that
distinguish the (H,X)-bialgebroid AR from the dynamical quantum group [9, Section
4.4].
We consider the element (R1243 ⊗ 1MQ5 )L11L22 + IR ∈ AR. By the definition of the
counit ε : AR → IH,X ,
ε((R1243 ⊗ 1MQ5 )L11L22 + IR) = (R
12
43)
⋆T[1]T[2].
It follows from (3.7) that R1243(0) = 1, and (R
12
43)
⋆T[1]T[2](1MQ5 )(0) = 1 as a result.
Therefore, (R1243 ⊗ 1MQ5 )L11L22 + IR 6= 0AR .
The relation (7.3) yields that
(R1243 ⊗ 1MQ5 )L11L22 + IR = −
∑
x,y∈Q5
(x,y)6=(1,2)
(Rxy43 ⊗ 1MQ5 )Lx1Ly2 + IR
+
∑
x′,y′∈Q5
(1MQ5 ⊗R
12
x′y′)L3y′L4x′ + IR. (7.4)
From the definitions of wl and wr,
(Rxy43 ⊗ 1MQ5 )Lx1Ly2 + IR ∈ (AR)[xy],[12] (x, y ∈ Q5),
(1MQ5 ⊗R
12
x′y′)L3y′L4x′ + IR ∈ (AR)[34],[y′x′] (x
′, y′ ∈ Q5).
Because of Table 1, the equation [xy] = [12] in WQ5Q5 (x, y ∈ Q5) has a unique solution
(x, y) = (1, 2). It follows from (7.4) that the (Q5, Q5)-bialgebroid AR is not a direct sum
of the components {(AR)α,β ;α, β ∈W
Q5
Q5
}.
A crucial point is the weight zero condition (3.4) (cf. [13, Section 3.2]), which does
not always imply that the function R1243 = 0 unless [12] = [34].
This example gives birth to the condition (1) in Definition 4.2 (cf. h-algebras [9,
Section 4.1] and h-prealgebras [15, Section 2.1]). In addition, this condition (1) suggests
that we employ morphisms alA,A,A, a
r
A,A,A, lA, and rA of Alg(H,X) in Definition 6.8.
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8 Dynamical representations
A dynamical representation of an (H,X)-algebra A is, by definition, a pair πV = (V, πV )
of V ∈ Ob(VectH) and πV : A → DH,X(V ) ∈ Hom(Alg(H,X)) (cf. [9, Section 4.2]). For
DH,X(V ), see Proposition 4.7.
This section deals with two dynamical representations: one is the trivial representa-
tion of an arbitrary (H,X)-bialgebroid produced by its counit ε; and the other is the
basic representation of the (H,X)-bialgebroid Aσ given by a Yang-Baxter operator σ on
X in VectH . We also explain a category of dynamical representations before studying a
tensor product of the dynamical representations in the next section.
Let A be an (H,X)-bialgebroid (Definitions 1.2 and 6.8). In view of Proposition 5.2,
the map πIVectH := ϕ0 ◦ ε : A → DH,X(IVectH ) is a morphism of Alg(H,X) (For IVectH ,
see Section 2). Hence
Proposition 8.1. The pair (IVectH , πIVectH ) is a dynamical representation of the (H,X)-
bialgebroid A.
Assume that the set X is finite, and let σ be a Yang-Baxter operator on X in VectH
(Definition 3.3). We next define a dynamical representation (X, πσ) of the (H,X)-
bialgebroid Aσ (Proposition 7.7). For X = (X, ·), see Proposition 3.5. Let π¯σ denote the
following map from HX (7.1) to DH,X(X) that is C-linear on MH ⊗C MH :
π¯σ(f ⊗ g) = µ
DH,X (X)
l (f)µ
DH,X (X)
r (g);
π¯σ(Lab) = Γ
X
[a],[b](π¯σ(Lab)[a],[b]),
π¯σ(Lab)[a],[b](λ)(x, [b]) =
∑
y∈X
([a], y)σ(λ)(a,y)(x,b);
π¯σ((L
−1)ab) = Γ
X
[b−1],[a−1](π¯σ((L
−1)ab)[b−1],[a−1]),
π¯σ((L
−1)ab)[b−1],[a−1](λ)(x, [a
−1]) =
∑
y∈X
([b−1], y)(σ(λ[a−1])−1)(y,a)(b,x).
For µ
DH,X (X)
l , µ
DH,X (X)
r , and σ(λ)(a,y)(x,b), see Proposition 4.7 and (1.3), respectively.
This map π¯σ induces a morphism πσ : Aσ → DH,X(X) of Alg(H,X) (See Remark 11.14).
As a result,
Proposition 8.2. For a Yang-Baxter operator σ on X in VectH , (X, πσ) is a dynamical
representation of the (H,X)-bialgebroid Aσ.
With the aid of Propositions 3.7 and 8.2, (X, πσR) is a dynamical representation of
the (H,X)-bialgebroid AR (Corollary 7.8).
To end this section, we will introduce a category DR(A) of the dynamical repre-
sentations of an (H,X)-algebra A. An object of DR(A) is, by definition, a dynamical
representation of A. We denote by Ob(DR(A)) the class of all objects.
Let πV = (V, πV ) and πW = (W,πW ) be objects of DR(A). A morphism f : πV → πW
of DR(A) is a morphism f : V → W of the category VectH such that
πW (a) ◦mf = mf ◦ πV (a) (∀a ∈ A). (8.1)
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Here, mf : Map(H,CV )→ Map(H,CW ) is the following C-linear map.
mf (g)(λ) = f(λ)(g(λ)) (g ∈ Map(H,CV ), λ ∈ H). (8.2)
Write Hom(DR(A)) for the class of all morphisms of DR(A). For a morphism f : πV →
πW ∈ Hom(DR(A)), we call the objects πV and πW the source s(f) and the target b(f)
of the morphism f , respectively.
Let idπV : πV → πV denote the morphism idV : V → V ∈ Hom(VectH).
For morphisms f and g of DR(A) such that b(f) = s(g), mg◦f = mg ◦mf . Hence,
the morphism g ◦ f of the category VectH is a morphism of DR(A). We define the
composition ◦ of DR(A) by that of VectH .
Proposition 8.3. DR(A) is a category.
9 Tensor products of dynamical representations
Let A be an (H,X)-bialgebroid (Definitions 1.2 and 6.8). In this section, we explain
the tensor product ⊗¯ : DR(A) × DR(A) → DR(A), which makes the category DR(A) a
tensor category (cf. [9, Section 4.2]).
Let V and W be objects of the category VectH (See Section 2). We first define
ϕ2(V,W ) : DH,X(V )⊗˜DH,X(W ) → DH,X(V ⊗¯W ) ∈ Hom(Alg(H,X)) (For DH,X(V ) and
⊗˜, see Propositions 4.7 and 5.3, respectively).
Let g be an element of Map(H,C(V ⊗¯W )). By using g(λ)(v1,v2) (1.2), we define the
map g(v) ∈Map(H,CW ) (v ∈ V ) by
g(v)(λ) =
∑
v2∈W
v2g(λ)(v,v2) (λ ∈ H).
Let v ∈ V . For simplicity of notation, we use the same letter v for the constant map
from H to CV whose value is always v; that is, v(λ) = v (λ ∈ H).
Let U be an element of EndC(Map(H,CV )). We denote by U
(1) the following element
of EndC(Map(H,C(V ⊗¯W ))).
U (1)(g)(λ) =
∑
(v1,v2)∈V ⊗¯W
(v1, v2)
∑
v′1∈V
U(v′1)(λv2)v1g(λ)(v′1,v2)
(g ∈ Map(H,C(V ⊗¯W )), λ ∈ H).
Let U be an element of DH,X(W ). From the definition,
U =
∑
α,β∈WH
X
ΓWα,β(uαβ) (∃uα,β ∈ HomVectH (W ⊗¯{β}, {α}⊗¯W )).
We define the element U (2) of EndC(Map(H,C(V ⊗¯W ))) by
U (2)(g)(λ) =
∑
(v1,v2)∈V ⊗¯W
(v1, v2)
∑
α,β∈WH
X
v′2∈W
uα,β(λ)(α,v2)(v′2,β)g(λβ)(v1,v′2)
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(g ∈Map(H,C(V ⊗¯W )), λ ∈ H).
Since U (2)(g)(λ) =
∑
(v1,v2)∈V ⊗¯W
(v1, v2)U(g
(v1))(λ)v2 , the definition of U
(2) is unam-
biguous.
Because the map
DH,X(V )×DH,X(W ) ∋ (U1, U2) 7→ U
(1)
1 ◦ U
(2)
2 ∈ EndC(Map(H,C(V ⊗¯W )))
is C-bilinear, there exists a unique C-linear map ϕ¯2(V,W ) from DH,X(V )⊗C DH,X(W )
to EndC(Map(H,C(V ⊗¯W ))) such that
ϕ¯2(V,W )(U1 ⊗ U2) = U
(1)
1 ◦ U
(2)
2 (U1 ∈ DH,X(V ), U2 ∈ DH,X(W )). (9.1)
We write I2 for I2(DH,X(V ), DH,X(W )) (See (5.2)). The map ϕ¯2(V,W ) satisfies
ϕ¯2(V,W )(I2) = {0}, and it consequently induces the C-linear map
ϕ2(V,W ) : DH,X(V )⊗C DH,X(W )/I2 → EndC(Map(H,C(V ⊗¯W )))
defined by ϕ2(V,W )(ξ + I2) = ϕ¯2(V,W )(ξ) (ξ ∈ DH,X(V )⊗C DH,X(W )).
Let v : V ⊗¯{γ} → {α}⊗¯V and w : W ⊗¯{β} → {γ}⊗¯W be morphisms of VectH
(α, β, γ ∈ WHX ). On account of (3.3), we define the morphism v ⊠γ w : (V ⊗¯W )⊗¯{β} →
{α}⊗¯(V ⊗¯W ) of VectH by
v ⊠γ w = a{α}VW ◦ (v⊗¯idW ) ◦ a
−1
V {γ}W ◦ (idV ⊗¯w) ◦ aVW{β}.
A simple computation shows
Proposition 9.1. ϕ2(V,W )(Γ
V
α,γ(v)⊗ Γ
W
γ,β(w) + I2) = Γ
V ⊗¯W
α,β (v ⊠γ w).
From Propositions 5.3 and 9.1,
ϕ2(V,W )((DH,X(V )⊗˜DH,X(W ))α,β) ⊂ DH,X(V ⊗¯W )α,β ,
and consequently ϕ2(V,W )(DH,X(V )⊗˜DH,X(W )) ⊂ DH,X(V ⊗¯W ). We continue to
write ϕ2(V,W ) for the map ϕ2(V,W )|DH,X (V )e⊗DH,X (W ).
Proposition 9.2. ϕ2(V,W ) : DH,X(V )⊗˜DH,X(W ) → DH,X(V ⊗¯W ) is a morphism of
Alg(H,X).
The above proposition yields that, for πV = (V, πV ), πW = (W,πW ) ∈ Ob(DR(A)),
πV ⊗¯πW := ϕ2(V,W ) ◦ πV ⊗˜πW ◦∆ : A → DH,X(V ⊗¯W ) is a morphism of the category
Alg(H,X). Therefore, πV ⊗¯πW := (V ⊗¯W,πV ⊗¯πW ) is an object of DR(A), which is called
a tensor product of the objects πV and πW .
Proposition 9.3. For f, g ∈ Hom(DR(A)), the tensor product f⊗¯g in VectH is a mor-
phism of DR(A) whose source is s(f)⊗¯s(g) and whose target is b(f)⊗¯b(g).
Proof. Let α, γ ∈ WHX , f ∈ HomVectH (V, V
′), u ∈ HomVectH (V ⊗¯{γ}, {α}⊗¯V ), and u
′ ∈
HomVectH (V
′⊗¯{γ}, {α}⊗¯V ′).
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Lemma 9.4. ΓV
′
α,γ(u
′)◦mf = mf ◦ΓVα,γ(u), if and only if u
′ ◦ (f⊗¯id{γ}) = (id{α}⊗¯f)◦u.
Let β ∈ WHX , g ∈ HomVectH (W,W
′), w ∈ HomVectH (W ⊗¯{β}, {γ}⊗¯W ), and w
′ ∈
HomVectH (W
′⊗¯{β}, {γ}⊗¯W ′). The above lemma and Proposition 9.1 imply that
Lemma 9.5. If ΓV
′
α,γ(u
′) ◦mf = mf ◦ ΓVα,γ(u) and Γ
W ′
γ,β(w
′) ◦mg = mg ◦ ΓWγ,β(w), then
ϕ2(V
′,W ′)(ΓV
′
α,γ(u
′)⊗ ΓW
′
γ,β(w
′) + I2) ◦mf⊗¯g
= mf⊗¯g ◦ ϕ2(V,W )(Γ
V
α,γ(u)⊗ Γ
W
γ,β(w) + I2).
This lemma immediately induces Proposition 9.3.
For abbreviation, we continue to write f⊗¯g for the tensor product of the morphisms
f and g of DR(A).
Proposition 9.6. ⊗¯ : DR(A)×DR(A)→ DR(A) is a functor.
Let IDR(A) denote the object (IVectH , πIVectH ) ∈ Ob(DR(A)) (See Proposition 8.1).
The final task of this section is to explain the associativity constraint a : ⊗¯(⊗¯ × id) →
⊗¯(id× ⊗¯), the left unit constraint l : ⊗¯(IDR(A) × id)→ id, and the right unit constraint
r : ⊗¯(id × IDR(A)) → id. Let πi = (Vi, πi) (i = 1, 2, 3) be objects of DR(A). We denote
by aπ1,π2,π3 , lπ1 , and rπ1 the following morphisms of VectH :
aπ1,π2,π3 = aV1,V2,V3 : (V1⊗¯V2)⊗¯V3 → V1⊗¯(V2⊗¯V3);
lπ1 = lV1 : IVectH ⊗¯V1 → V1; rπ1 = rV1 : V1⊗¯IVectH → V1.
Theorem 9.7. If A is an (H,X)-bialgebroid (Definition 6.8), then DR(A), together with
⊗¯, IDR(A), a, l, and r, is a tensor category.
Because of Proposition 7.7 and Corollary 7.8,
Corollary 9.8. DR(Aσ) is a tensor category, and so is DR(AR).
We will prove Theorem 9.7 in the next section.
10 Proof of Theorem 9.7
Before starting the proof of Theorem 9.7, let us introduce the category Cis called the
groupoid of isomorphisms of the category C [14, XI.1.1 Example 2]. The notation Cis
means the (broad) subcategory of C whose objects are those of C and whose morphisms
are isomorphisms of C. If C is a tensor category, then Cis is a tensor subcategory of C;
in other words, Cis is a tensor category with respect to ⊗, I, a, l, and r of the tensor
category C.
We will first explain a functor DH,X : VectHis → Alg(H,X), which plays an essential
role in the proof of Theorem 9.7 (For VectH and Alg(H,X), see Sections 2 and 4).
For an object V of the category VectHis, we have already defined the object DH,X(V )
of Alg(H,X) in Proposition 4.7. Let f : V → W be a morphism of the category VectHis.
Define a C-linear map DH,X(f) from EndC(Map(H,CV )) to EndC(Map(H,CW )) by
DH,X(f)(U) = mf ◦ U ◦ (mf )
−1 (U ∈ EndC(Map(H,CV ))).
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For mf , see (8.2). We note that (mf )
−1 = mf−1 . Because DH,X(f) satisfies that
DH,X(f)(DH,X(V )α,β) ⊂ DH,X(W )α,β (∀α, β ∈WHX ), we use the same symbol DH,X(f)
for the restriction DH,X(f)|DH,X (V ). By Definition 4.3,
Proposition 10.1. DH,X(f) : DH,X(V ) → DH,X(W ) ∈ Hom(Alg(H,X)). Furthermore,
DH,X : VectHis → Alg(H,X) is a functor.
The morphisms ϕ2(V,W ) in Proposition 9.2 (V,W ∈ Ob(VectH)) are relevant to this
functor DH,X . To be more precise,
Proposition 10.2. ϕ2 : ⊗˜(DH,X ×DH,X)→ DH,X⊗¯ is a natural transformation.
Let V1, V2, and V3 be objects of the category VectHis. The next task is to construct
two families of morphisms of the category Alg(H,X):
ϕl3(V1, V2, V3) : DH,X(V1)⊗˜DH,X(V2)⊗˜DH,X(V3)→ DH,X((V1⊗¯V2)⊗¯V3);
ϕr3(V1, V2, V3) : DH,X(V1)⊗˜DH,X(V2)⊗˜DH,X(V3)→ DH,X(V1⊗¯(V2⊗¯V3)).
We define the map
ϕ˜l3 : (DH,X(V1)⊗C DH,X(V2))×DH,X(V3)→ End(Map(H,C(V1⊗¯V2)⊗¯V3))
as follows (For ϕ¯2(V1, V2), see (9.1)).
ϕ˜l3(w, x) = ϕ¯2(V1, V2)(w)
(1) ◦ x(2) (w ∈ DH,X(V1)⊗C DH,X(V2), x ∈ DH,X(V3)).
Since this map is C-bilinear, there exists a unique C-linear map
ϕ¯l3 : (DH,X(V1)⊗C DH,X(V2))⊗C DH,X(V3)→ End(Map(H,C(V1⊗¯V2)⊗¯V3))
such that ϕ¯l3(w ⊗ x) = ϕ˜
l
3(w, x).
We set I l3 = I
l
3(DH,X(V1), DH,X(V2), DH,X(V3)) (See (5.3)). The map ϕ¯
l
3 satisfies
ϕ¯l3(I
l
3) = {0}, and it hence induces the following C-linear map ϕ
l
3.
ϕl3 : (DH,X(V1)⊗C DH,X(V2))⊗C DH,X(V3)/I
l
3 → End(Map(H,C(V1⊗¯V2)⊗¯V3)).
For any α, β ∈WHX ,
ϕl3((DH,X(V1)⊗˜DH,X(V2)⊗˜DH,X(V3))α,β) ⊂ DH,X((V1⊗¯V2)⊗¯V3)α,β ;
and we will use the symbol ϕl3(V1, V2, V3) for the restriction of the map ϕ
l
3.
ϕl3(V1, V2, V3) = ϕ
l
3|DH,X (V1)e⊗DH,X (V2)e⊗DH,X (V3) :
DH,X(V1)⊗˜DH,X(V2)⊗˜DH,X(V3)→ DH,X((V1⊗¯V2)⊗¯V3).
Proposition 10.3. The map ϕl3(V1, V2, V3) is a morphism of Alg(H,X).
We apply this argument again to obtain the morphism ϕr3(V1, V2, V3) of the category
Alg(H,X).
The definition of pre-tensor functors is similar to that of the tensor functors [14,
Definition XI.4.1].
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Definition 10.4. Let C = (C, ⊗¯, IC , a, lC , rC) be a tensor category, and let D =
(D, ⊗˜,−⊗˜−⊗˜−, ID, al, ar, lD, rD) be a pre-tensor category (Definition 6.1). A pre-tensor
functor from C to D is a quintet (F, ϕ0, ϕ2, ϕ
l
3, ϕ
r
3) where F : C → D is a functor, ϕ0 is
a morphism from ID to F (IC), ϕ2 : ⊗˜(F × F )→ F ⊗¯ is a natural transformation, and
ϕl3(U, V,W ) : F (U)⊗˜F (V )⊗˜F (W )→ F ((U⊗¯V )⊗¯W ),
ϕr3(U, V,W ) : F (U)⊗˜F (V )⊗˜F (W )→ F (U⊗¯(V ⊗¯W ))
are families of morphisms (U, V,W ∈ Ob(C)) such that
F (aU,V,W ) ◦ ϕ
l
3(U, V,W ) = ϕ
r
3(U, V,W ), (10.1)
ϕl3(U, V,W ) ◦ a
l
F (U),F (V ),F (W )
= ϕ2(U⊗¯V,W ) ◦ ϕ2(U, V )⊗˜idF (W ), (10.2)
ϕr3(U, V,W ) ◦ a
r
F (U),F (V ),F (W )
= ϕ2(U, V ⊗¯W ) ◦ idF (U)⊗˜ϕ2(V,W ), (10.3)
lDF (U) = F (l
C
U ) ◦ ϕ2(IC , U) ◦ ϕ0⊗˜idF (U), (10.4)
rDF (U) = F (r
C
U ) ◦ ϕ2(U, IC) ◦ idF (U)⊗˜ϕ0 (10.5)
for all objects U, V,W of C.
Proposition 10.5. DH,X = (DH,X , ϕ0, ϕ2, ϕ
l
3, ϕ
r
3) is a pre-tensor functor from VectHis
to Alg(H,X).
Proof. On account of Propositions 5.2 and 10.1–10.3 with the family of the morphisms
ϕr3(V1, V2, V3) of Alg(H,X), it is sufficient to show (10.1)–(10.5). The detailed verification
is left to the reader.
We now prove Theorem 9.7. The proof is based on the concepts in category theory:
the pre-tensor category, the categorical bialgebroid, and the pre-tensor functor. Let C
be a tensor category, F a pre-tensor functor from Cis to a pre-tensor category D, and A
a categorical bialgebroid of the category D. We follow the notations of Definitions 6.7
and 10.4.
For the proof, we first introduce a tensor category PDRF (A), of which DR(A) will
be a tensor subcategory, if F = DH,X : VectHis → Alg(H,X).
An object of PDRF (A) is, by definition, a pair (V, πV ) of V ∈ Ob(C)(= Ob(Cis))
and πV : A→ F (V ) ∈ Hom(D).
Let πV = (V, πV ) and πW = (W,πW ) be objects of PDRF (A). A morphism f : πV →
πW of PDRF (A) is a morphism f : V → W of the category C. The objects πV and πW
are called the source s(f) and the target b(f) of the morphism f , respectively.
Let idπV : πV → πV denote the morphism idV : V → V ∈ Hom(C).
We define the composition ◦ of PDRF (A) by that of C.
Proposition 10.6. PDRF (A) is a category.
Note that we have actually proved that PDRF (A) is a category, if A is an object of
D.
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The next task is to define a tensor product ⊗¯ : PDRF (A)× PDRF (A)→ PDRF (A).
Let (V, πV ) and (W,πW ) be objects of PDRF (A). Set
(V, πV )⊗¯(W,πW ) = (V ⊗¯W,ϕ2(V,W ) ◦ πV ⊗˜πW ◦∆).
For f, g ∈ Hom(PDRF (A)), we define f⊗¯g : s(f)⊗¯s(g)→ b(f)⊗¯b(g) by f⊗¯g ∈ Hom(C).
Proposition 10.7. ⊗¯ : PDRF (A) × PDRF (A)→ PDRF (A) is a functor.
We will explain the unit IPDRF (A), the associativity constraint a : ⊗¯(⊗¯ × id) →
⊗¯(id×⊗¯), the left unit constraint l : ⊗¯(IPDRF (A)× id)→ id, and the right unit constraint
r : ⊗¯(id× IPDRF (A))→ id. Let IPDRF (A) denote the object (IC , ϕ0 ◦ε) ∈ Ob(PDRF (A)).
Let πi = (Vi, πi), (i = 1, 2, 3) be objects of PDRF (A). We denote by aπ1,π2,π3 , lπ1 , and
rπ1 the following morphisms of C:
aπ1,π2,π3 = aV1,V2,V3 : (V1⊗¯V2)⊗¯V3 → V1⊗¯(V2⊗¯V3);
lπ1 = l
C
V1
: IC⊗¯V1 → V1; rπ1 = r
C
V1
: V1⊗¯IC → V1.
Proposition 10.8. PDRF (A), together with ⊗¯, IPDRF (A), a, l, and r, is a tensor cate-
gory.
Let DRF (A) be a subcategory of PDRF (A) such that:
(1) if πV , πW ∈ Ob(DRF (A)), then πV ⊗¯πW ∈ Ob(DRF (A));
(2) if f, g ∈ Hom(DRF (A)), then f⊗¯g ∈ HomDRF (A)(s(f)⊗¯s(g), b(f)⊗¯b(g));
(3) IPDRF (A) ∈ Ob(DRF (A));
(4) if f : V → W ∈ Hom(Cis) satisfies F (f) ◦ πV = πW , then f is a morphism of
DRF (A) whose source is πV and whose target is πW .
This DRF (A) is a generalization of the category DR(A).
Proposition 10.9. DRF (A) is a tensor subcategory of PDRF (A).
Proof. Let πi = (Vi, πi) (i = 1, 2, 3) be objects of DRF (A). We will only show that
aπ1,π2,π3 , lπ1 ∈ Hom(DRF (A)).
We note that aπ1,π2,π3(= aV1,V2,V3) and lπ1(= l
C
V1
) are morphisms of Cis. On account
of (4) that the subcategory DRF (A) satisfies, it suffices to prove that:
F (aV1,V2,V3) ◦ (π1⊗¯π2)⊗¯π3 = π1⊗¯(π2⊗¯π3); (10.6)
F (lCV1) ◦ πIDRF (A)⊗¯π1 = π1.
Figures 1 and 2 yield these formulas. For example, let us consider Figure 1. By
Definitions 6.1, 6.7, and 10.4, every small diagram commutes; so does the outside one.
This is equivalent to (10.6).
The proof of the above proposition strongly depends on the assumption (4) of the
subcategory DRF (A).
Let A be an (H,X)-bialgebroid (Definition 6.8). We set F = DH,X : VectHis →
Alg(H,X); indeed, C = VectH and D = Alg(H,X). From Propositions 8.1, 8.3, 9.6,
and (8.1), DR(A) is a subcategory of PDRDH,X (A) satisfying (1)–(4). By virtue of
Proposition 10.9, DR(A) is a tensor subcategory of PDRDH,X (A). We have thus proved
Theorem 9.7.
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A⊗˜A A A⊗˜A✛ ✲
∆ ∆
❄ ❄
∆⊗˜idA idA⊗˜∆
(A⊗˜A)⊗˜A A⊗˜A⊗˜A A⊗˜(A⊗˜A)✲ ✛
alA,A,A a
r
A,A,A
❄
❄
❄
(π1⊗˜π2)⊗˜π3 π1⊗˜(π2⊗˜π3)
π1⊗˜π2⊗˜π3
(F (V1)⊗˜F (V2))⊗˜F (V3) F (V1)⊗˜(F (V2)⊗˜F (V3))
❅
❅
❅
❅❅❘
 
 
 
  ✠
❄ ❄
alV1,V2,V3 a
r
V1,V2,V3
ϕ2(V1⊗¯V2, V3)◦
◦ϕ2(V1, V2)⊗˜id3
ϕ2(V1, V2⊗¯V3)◦
◦id1⊗˜ϕ2(V2, V3)
F (V1)⊗˜F (V2)⊗˜F (V3)
✚
✚
✚
✚
✚✚❂
❩
❩
❩
❩
❩❩⑦
ϕl3(V1, V2, V3)
ϕr3(V1, V2, V3)
F ((V1⊗¯V2)⊗¯V3) F (V1⊗¯(V2⊗¯V3))✲
F (aV1,V2,V3)
alV1,V2,V3 = a
l
F (V1),F (V2),F (V3)
, id1 = idF (V1),
arV1,V2,V3 = a
r
F (V1),F (V2),F (V3)
, id3 = idF (V3).
Figure 1: F (aV1,V2,V3) ◦ (π1⊗¯π2)⊗¯π3 = π1⊗¯(π2⊗¯π3)
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AA⊗˜A✛
∆
❄❄
✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✙
idAε⊗˜idAπIVectH ⊗˜idA
AID⊗˜AF (IC)⊗˜A ✲✛
lDAϕ0⊗˜idA
❄
❄
idID ⊗˜π1
❄
idF (IC)⊗˜π1
π1F (IC)⊗˜F (V1) ✛ ID⊗˜F (V1)
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗◗s
lDF (V1)
❄
ϕ0⊗˜idF (V1)
ϕ2(IC , V1)
F (V1)F (IC⊗¯V1) ✲
F (lCV1)
Figure 2: F (lCV1) ◦ πIDRF (A)⊗¯π1 = π1
11 Tensor categories RepR and DR(AR)
Let σ : X⊗¯X → X⊗¯X be a morphism of VectH . In this section, we show that the
tensor categories Repσ in Proposition 3.2 and DR(Aσ) in Corollary 9.8 are isomorphic;
in fact, we will construct tensor functors F : DR(Aσ)→ Repσ and G : Repσ → DR(Aσ)
such that FG = idRepσ and GF = idDR(Aσ) as tensor functors. In particular, RepR is
isomorphic to DR(AR) (See Proposition 3.8 and Corollary 9.8). As was mentioned in
Section 7, the set X is required to be finite in this section.
The first task is to introduce a (strict) tensor functor F [14, Definition XI.4.1].
Let π = (V, π) be an object of DR(Aσ). For a, b ∈ X , we define the morphism
π(Lab+Iσ)[a],[b] : V ⊗¯{[b]} → {[a]}⊗¯V of VectH by π(Lab+Iσ) = Γ
V
[a],[b](π(Lab+Iσ)[a],[b]).
Because of Proposition 4.5 and the fact that π(Lab+ Iσ) ∈ DH,X(V )[a],[b], this definition
makes sense.
Let LF (π) : V ⊗¯X → X⊗¯V denote the following morphism of VectH (See Proposition
2.4 and (2.3)).
LF (π) =
∑
a,b∈X
(i
{a}
X ◦ ι
{[a]}
{a} )⊗¯idV ◦ π(Lab + Iσ)[a],[b] ◦ idV ⊗¯(ι
{b}
{[b]} ◦ p
X
{b}). (11.1)
For the isomorphism ι
{[a]}
{a} : {[a]} → {a} of VectH , see Propositions 2.5, 3.5, 4.1, and
(2.7).
Proposition 11.1. LF (π) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let u ∈ HomVectH (V ⊗¯{α}, {β}⊗¯V ) (α, β ∈ W
H
X ). We will denote by u
∨ :
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{β−1}⊗¯V → V ⊗¯{α−1} the following morphism of VectH .
u∨ = lV ⊗¯{α−1} ◦ ι
{β−1}⊗¯{β}
IVectH
⊗¯idV ⊗¯{α−1} ◦ a
−1
{β−1}{β}V ⊗¯{α−1} ◦
◦id{β−1}⊗¯(a{β}V {α−1} ◦ u⊗¯id{α−1} ◦ a
−1
V {α}{α−1} ◦ idV ⊗¯ι
IVectH
{α}⊗¯{α−1}) ◦
◦a{β−1}V IVectH ◦ r
−1
{β−1}⊗¯V . (11.2)
We set L−1
F (π) : X⊗¯V → V ⊗¯X for
L−1
F (π) =
∑
a,b∈X
idV ⊗¯(i
{a}
X ◦ ι
{[a]}
{a} ) ◦ (π((L
−1)ab + Iσ)[b−1],[a−1])
∨ ◦
◦(ι
{b}
{[b]} ◦ p
X
{b})⊗¯idV . (11.3)
Here, π((L−1)ab + Iσ)[b−1],[a−1] : V ⊗¯{[a
−1]} → {[b−1]}⊗¯V is the morphism of VectH
defined by π((L−1)ab+ Iσ) = Γ
V
[b−1],[a−1](π((L
−1)ab+ Iσ)[b−1],[a−1]) (See Proposition 4.5).
Lemma 11.2. For morphisms u : V ⊗¯{[c]} → {[a]}⊗¯V and v : V ⊗¯{[c−1]} → {[b−1]}⊗¯V
of VectH (a, b, c ∈ X),
u ◦ v∨ = l{[a]}⊗¯V ◦ ι
{[b]}⊗¯{[b−1]}
IVectH
⊗¯id{[a]}⊗¯V ◦ a
−1
{[b]}{[b−1]}{[a]}⊗¯V ◦
◦id{[b]}⊗¯
(
a{[b−1]}{[a]}V ◦ ι
{[ab−1]}
{[b−1]}⊗¯{[a]}⊗¯idV ◦ (u ∗V v)
)
◦
◦a{[b]}V {1} ◦ id{[b]}⊗¯V ⊗¯ι
IVectH
{1} ◦ r
−1
{[b]}⊗¯V .
For u ∗V v, see (4.7).
By taking account of Proposition 2.4, (2.4), (2.5), and the above lemma, the first
generator in Definition 7.1 (2) induces that LF (π) ◦ L
−1
F (π) = idX⊗¯V .
Similarly, we obtain L−1
F (π) ◦ LF (π) = idV ⊗¯X ; therefore, LF (π) is an isomorphism.
Proposition 11.3. F (π) = (V, LF (π)) ∈ Ob(Repσ).
Proof. We will show (3.1). From Propositions 4.5, 4.6, 4.8, and (7.2), the generators (4)
in Definition 7.1 induce that∑
x,y∈X
(σxyac )[ca],[yx]⊗¯idV ◦ (π(Lyd + Iσ)[y],[d] ∗V π(Lxb + Iσ)[x],[b])
=
∑
x,y∈X
(π(Lcy + Iσ)[c],[y] ∗V π(Lax + Iσ)[a],[x]) ◦ idV ⊗¯(σ
bd
xy)[yx],[db]
(∀a, b, c, d ∈ X). (11.4)
With the aid of Proposition 2.4, (4.7), and (11.1), each summand of the left hand side of
(11.4) is
(ι
{a}⊗¯{c}
{[ca]} ◦ (p
X
{a}⊗¯p
X
{c}))⊗¯idV ◦ σ⊗¯idV ◦
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◦((i
{x}
X ◦ p
X
{x})⊗¯(i
{y}
X ◦ p
X
{y}))⊗¯idV ◦ a
−1
X,X,V ◦
◦(i
{x}
X ◦ p
X
{x})⊗¯((i
{y}
X ◦ p
X
{y})⊗¯idV ) ◦ idX⊗¯LF (π) ◦
◦(i
{x}
X ◦ p
X
{x})⊗¯(idV ⊗¯(i
{d}
X ◦ p
X
{d})) ◦ aX,V,X ◦
◦((i
{x}
X ◦ p
X
{x})⊗¯idV )⊗¯(i
{d}
X ◦ p
X
{d}) ◦ LF (π)⊗¯idX ◦
◦(idV ⊗¯(i
{b}
X ◦ p
X
{b}))⊗¯(i
{d}
X ◦ p
X
{d}) ◦ a
−1
V,X,X ◦ idV ⊗¯((i
{b}
X ⊗¯i
{d}
X ) ◦ ι
{[db]}
{b}⊗¯{d}).
Since the set X is finite, (2.4), (2.5), and (11.4) imply (3.1).
Let f : π1 → π2 be a morphism of DR(Aσ). Because of (8.1),
π2(Lab + Iσ) ◦mf = mf ◦ π1(Lab + Iσ) (∀a, b ∈ X).
From Lemma 9.4, this is equivalent to that
π2(Lab + Iσ)[a],[b] ◦ (f⊗¯id{[b]}) = (id{[a]}⊗¯f) ◦ π1(Lab + Iσ)[a],[b] (∀a, b ∈ X),
which immediately induces (3.2); hence,
Proposition 11.4. If f : π1 → π2 is a morphism of DR(Aσ), then f : F (π1) → F (π2)
is a morphism of Repσ.
For f ∈ HomDR(Aσ)(π1, π2), we define F (f) ∈ HomRepσ(F (π1), F (π2)) by F (f) = f .
A direct computation shows
Proposition 11.5. F : DR(Aσ)→ Repσ is a strict tensor functor.
The next task is to introduce a tensor functor G : Repσ → DR(Aσ).
Let V ∈ Ob(VectH) and u : {β
−1}⊗¯V → V ⊗¯{α−1} ∈ Hom(VectH) (α, β ∈ W
H
X ).
We denote by u∧ : V ⊗¯{α} → {β}⊗¯V the following morphism of VectH .
u∧ = r{β}⊗¯V ◦ id{β}⊗¯V ⊗¯ι
{α−1}⊗¯{α}
IVectH
◦ a{β}⊗¯V {α−1}{α} ◦
◦
[
l({β}⊗¯V )⊗¯{α−1} ◦ ι
{β}⊗¯{β−1}
IVectH
⊗¯id({β}⊗¯V )⊗¯{α−1} ◦
◦a−1{β}{β−1}({β}⊗¯V )⊗¯{α−1} ◦
◦id{β}⊗¯
{
id{β−1}⊗¯a
−1
{β}V {α−1} ◦ a{β−1}{β}V ⊗¯{α−1} ◦
◦ι
IVectH
{β−1}⊗¯{β}⊗¯idV ⊗¯{α−1} ◦ l
−1
V ⊗¯{α−1} ◦ u ◦ r{β−1}⊗¯V ◦
◦a−1{β−1}V IVectH
◦ id{β−1}⊗¯(idV ⊗¯ι
{α}⊗¯{α−1}
IVectH
◦ aV {α}{α−1})
}
◦
◦a{β}{β−1}(V ⊗¯{α})⊗¯{α−1} ◦ ι
IVectH
{β}⊗¯{β−1}⊗¯id(V ⊗¯{α})⊗¯{α−1} ◦
◦l−1(V ⊗¯{α})⊗¯{α−1}
]
⊗¯id{α} ◦
◦a−1
V ⊗¯{α}{α−1}{α} ◦ idV ⊗¯{α}⊗¯ι
IVectH
{α−1}⊗¯{α} ◦ r
−1
V ⊗¯{α}. (11.5)
A simple verification shows that (u∨)∧ = u (For u∨, see (11.2)). Moreover, the
map ∧ : HomVectH ({β
−1}⊗¯V, V ⊗¯{α−1}) → HomVectH (V ⊗¯{α}, {β}⊗¯V ) is an injective
C-linear map because of Proposition 2.4 and (11.5). Thus,
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Proposition 11.6. The map ∧ is the inverse of the map ∨.
Let LV = (V, LV ) be an object of Repσ. For f, g ∈MH , define πˇ(f, g) ∈ DH,X(V )1,1
by
πˇ(f, g) = µ
DH,X (V )
l (f)µ
DH,X (V )
r (g).
Since πˇ is C-bilinear, there uniquely exists a C-linear map π¯ : MH ⊗C MH → DH,X(V )
such that π¯(f ⊗ g) = πˇ(f, g) (f, g ∈MH); in addition, π¯ is a C-algebra homomorphism.
We denote by π¯(Lab)[a][b] : V ⊗¯{[b]} → {[a]}⊗¯V and π¯((L
−1)ab)[b−1][a−1] : V ⊗¯{[a
−1]} →
{[b−1]}⊗¯V (a, b ∈ X) the following morphisms of VectH (cf. (11.1) and (11.3)).
π¯(Lab)[a][b] = (ι
{a}
{[a]} ◦ p
X
{a})⊗¯idV ◦ LV ◦ idV ⊗¯(i
{b}
X ◦ ι
{[b]}
{b} );
π¯((L−1)ab)[b−1][a−1] = (idV ⊗¯(ι
{a}
{[a]} ◦ p
X
{a}) ◦ L
−1
V ◦ (i
X
{b} ◦ ι
{[b]}
{b} )⊗¯idV )
∧.
We define the map π¯ from HX (7.1) to DH,X(V ) as follows:
π¯(ξ) = π¯(ξ) (ξ ∈MH ⊗C MH); π¯(Lab) = Γ
V
[a],[b](π¯(Lab)[a][b]);
π¯((L−1)ab) = Γ
V
[b−1],[a−1](π¯((L
−1)ab)[b−1],[a−1]).
There consequently exists a unique C-algebra homomorphism π˜ : C{HX} → DH,X(V )
such that π˜(x) = π¯(x) (x ∈ HX). Here, C{HX} is the free C-algebra on the set HX .
Proposition 11.7. π˜(Iσ) = {0}.
Proof. From Lemma 11.2,
Lemma 11.8. For morphisms u : V ⊗¯{[c]} → {[a]}⊗¯V and v : V ⊗¯{[c−1]} → {[b−1]}⊗¯V
of VectH (a, b, c ∈ X),
u ∗V v = l{[ab−1]}⊗¯V ◦ ι
{[b−1]}⊗¯{[b]}
IVectH
⊗¯id{[ab−1]}⊗¯V ◦ a
−1
{[b−1]}{[b]}{[ab−1]}⊗¯V ◦
◦id{[b−1]}⊗¯
(
id{[b]}⊗¯(ι
{[b−1]}⊗¯{[a]}
{[ab−1]} ⊗¯idV ◦ a
−1
{[b−1]}{[a]}V ) ◦
◦a{[b]}{[b−1]}{[a]}⊗¯V ◦ ι
IVectH
{[b]}⊗¯{[b−1]}⊗¯id{[a]}⊗¯V ◦ l
−1
{[a]}⊗¯V ◦
◦u ◦ v∨ ◦ r{[b]}⊗¯V ◦ id{[b]}⊗¯V ⊗¯ι
{1}
IVectH
◦ a−1{[b]}V {1}
)
◦
◦a{[b−1]}{[b]}V ⊗¯{1} ◦ ι
IVectH
{[b−1]}⊗¯{[b]}⊗¯idV ⊗¯{1} ◦ l
−1
V ⊗¯{1}.
From (2.4), Propositions 2.4, 4.6, 11.6, and the above lemma, π˜(
∑
c∈X Lac(L
−1)cb −
δabφ) = 0.
Let u denote the generator (4) of the ideal Iσ in Definition 7.1. On account of the
proof of Proposition 11.3, we can show π˜(u) = 0. We leave it to the reader to verify that
π˜(u) = 0 for the other generators u of Iσ.
From Proposition 11.7, there uniquely exists a C-algebra homomorphism π : Aσ →
DH,X(V ) such that π(u + Iσ) = π˜(u) (u ∈ C{HX}).
Proposition 11.9. G(LV ) := (V, π) ∈ Ob(DR(Aσ)).
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Proof. By Definition 4.3, the following two conditions are equivalent.
(1) π : Aσ → DH,X(V ) ∈ Hom(Alg(H,X)).
(2) π : Aσ → DH,X(V ) is a C-algebra homomorphism such that:
(a) π ◦ µAσl = µ
DH,X (V )
l , and π ◦ µ
Aσ
r = µ
DH,X (V )
r ;
(b) π(Lab + Iσ) ∈ DH,X(V )[a],[b] (∀a, b ∈ X);
(c) π((L−1)ab + Iσ) ∈ DH,X(V )[b−1],[a−1] (∀a, b ∈ X).
We note that, by virtue of (7.2), the above condition (a) in (2) implies
π(ξ + Iσ) ∈ DH,X(V )1,1 (ξ ∈MH ⊗C MH).
A direct computation shows (2), and the proposition follows.
By taking account of the proof of Proposition 11.4,
Proposition 11.10. Every f : LV → LW ∈ Hom(Repσ) is a morphism of DR(Aσ)
whose source is G(LV ) and whose target is G(LW ).
For f : LV → LW ∈ Hom(Repσ), we set G(f) = f : G(LV ) → G(LW ) ∈
Hom(DR(Aσ)).
Proposition 11.11. G : Repσ → DR(Aσ) is a strict tensor functor.
We can check that FG = idRepσ and GF = idDR(Aσ) as tensor functors; therefore,
Theorem 11.12. The tensor categories Repσ and DR(Aσ) are isomorphic.
Corollary 11.13. RepR is isomorphic to DR(AR).
Remark 11.14. If σ is a Yang-Baxter operator on X in VectH (Definition 3.3), then
the objects (X, σ) of Repσ and (X, πσ) of DR(Aσ) satisfy G(X, σ) = (X, πσ) (See
Propositions 3.4, 3.5, and 8.2).
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